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·Senior Knights

.)

Seniors are honored in the Knights'
·77-64 win over ECU-sEESPORTs,A11

LADY LUCK SITS ON
· THE PORCELAIN
\

·)

Japan's odd fascination with toilets
continues. The book (leaning the
toilet to attract luck has made
people look for fortuity in their ·
bathroom. But according to the
Associated Press, the rumor that
a clean toilet will bring you
luck has been around
in Japan for years.

Two men rob TGI Friday's at gunpoint
JOANNA BLACKSTONE
Contributing Writer

The- TGI Friday's in the
Waterford Lakes To-WU Center
was robbed at gunpoint by two
unidentified men just before 2
am. Wednesday.
"It's an unfortunate incident,'' said Shawn Hipp,' the
kitchen manager at Friday's.
Ashley Holmes, who was
bartending at the restaurant the
night of the robbery, said in a
phone interview that she left

early because it was her birth- him and told him to open the
day. She said she was at Friend- back door,'' Holmes said
ly Confmes, a sports bar also in .
According to the police
Waterford Lakes, when she report, a server was finishing
found out Friday's had been counting money and walked
robbed.
back into the office area where
Her manager called her later a man pointed a .handgun at
that night and told her that the her. One of the suspects
security cameras had filmed grabbed the manager and hit
her with the suspects. Holmes ·him with his handgun.
said she just missed them walk
At least two . employees
in the back door.as she left out . reported that they stepped out
the side door.
of view of the suspects to call
"Someone was emptying 9ll, although Holmes said she
trash, and they pulled a ~ on heard it took the police a

longer-than-expected time to
respond
"11iey cleaned out the safe,"
Holmes said. "I don't know
exactly how much they walked
with, not that much, a few
grand maybe. They took all the
money from Friday's, none of
our personal ·money in our
pockets."
"There was only like a few
people left. The bartenders didn't even know what was going
on,'' Holmes said. "They were
held up in the kitchen ... our
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AN EXPLOSIVE WAY
TO BRING IN THE
I~

floors are really slippery. They
were slipping everywhere trying to get out of there."
The police report stated that
the suspects were seen leaving
from the back door and running toward a champagne-colored four-dc;>0r sedan, which
was parked in front .of the Cingular store. Witnesses · told
police that there was. another
person inside the car because it
began moving before the sus-

PLEASE SEEROBBERY ON A6

Allegations
ofdrug sales
close Roxy
ROBYN SIDERSKY &
JESSICA SUNDAY

NEWYEAR -

Staff Writers

The Orlando Police Department raided and shut doWn.
Roxy Nightclub Thursday
after a four-month investigation revealed that undercover
agents were routinely able to
purchase cocaine and Ecstasy
from one of the nightclub managers and another employee.
Lawrence Marren, 34, arid
Jeremy M~tthe~ Feller, 21,·
were arrested on felony

Astring of firecrackers over 8
·miles long was set off on
Sunday, ending the 15-day
Chinese New Year. The event, put
on in Taiwan, is being verified by
Guinness World Records to see if
it beat the former
mark-of 7 miles.

PLEASE SEEYANKED ON AB

Two campus
events promise
belly laughs or
wonderment

)

I
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ROBYN SIDERSKY

~ROUND CAMPUS, Al

'!

Staff Writer

URSA TO HOST TUNNEL
OF bPPRESSION TODAY
, THROUGH WEDNESDAY

Whether you enjoy being
fooled by magic or laughing
until your stomach hurts,
there's no doubt you'll fmd an
eve:p.t to your liking at Tuesday night's Spring Comedy
Fest 2007.
The event, held by the
Campus Activities Board in
the Pegasus Ballroom, features com~dian Christian
Finnegan and special guests
Greg Giraldo, Nick Thune and ·
Zach Galifianakis.
The show is"part of Comedy Central's Comedy Central
on Campus Tour, which has
. traveled to schools all over the
country.

The United Resident Student
Association will hold the event in the
~pe Florida Ballroom of the Student
Union. The program seeks to educate
the community about oppression by
drawing attention to many topics.

LOCAL &STATE, Al

WOMAN CHARGED
WITH STEALING FROM
CENTER FOR THE BLIND
Aformer employee at a center for the
blind has been arrested and charged
with using center credit ~rds for personal purcha5es,authorities said.
She was arrested Thursday on grand
theft and forgery charges and allegedly
cheated the center out of $30,000.

MovieFest will showcase
best student.movies Wed.

PLEASE SEE FREE ON A7
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Orlando bar
amps up for
plastic guitar
·championship

JAIME JOSHI
Contribuiing Writer

NATION &WORLO,A4

8ALA. STUDENTS DIE
AT THEIR SCHOOL IN
DEADLY TORNADO
The science wing of Enterprise High
School was demolished after a severe
tornado ripped through the town,
killing eight students at the school on
Thursday.
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Samuel J. Struckhoff suffers for his art physically. While ,shooting a scene for the
short film, Poli Sci, the actor/filmmaker/
journalism major was apprehended and
accoste~ by an anonymous man with an
umbrella.
"One day, rm just minding
my own business being a congenial, funny guy, and I get
whaled in the stomach with an
umbrella,'' Struckhoff said as
he lifted his shirt to reveal a
bright red welt.
The scene in question, like
the film, is a parody of campus
elections. Struckhoff plays the
over-eager political promoter,
and extra Tongue Oztek plays
the harried student just trying
to get to class without being
hassled. In a moment of frus-

.tration, Struckhoffs character
throws his campaign literature at Oztek and a chase
ensues. It was at this point that
Struckhoff's umbrella-wielding .assailant, unaware that the
incident was fabricated for
film, smashed into the young
auteur.
"I don't think he knew we
were making a movie,'' electrical engineering major Keegan
Garcfa said. "I think he was

PLEASE SEE GUERILLA otrA10

MISTY GANT
ContributingWriter

PHOTOS BY AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Keegan Garcia, Chad Rhode, Drew Hampton, Samuel Struckhoff and Will Bristol pose in
front of a video camera last Monday. The group worked furiously last week to complete their
·five-minute movie for Campus MovieFest. Above: Keegan Garcia, Chad Rhode and others
struggle with a borrowed tripod while trying to mount a video camera last Monday. Students
can view the 16 best films this Wednesday at Backstage Diner from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Imagine watking into a bar
andbeingsurroundedbyGene
Simmons and Ozzy Osbourne
look-aJ,i.kes while a person on
stage jams to Lynyrd Skynyrd's
'Pree Bird" on a plastic Gibson
SG controller hooked up to a
PlayStation 2.
It sounds a little odd, but
could be the scene Tuesday
night in downtown Orlando at
BackBooth's first ever Guitar
Hero Championship.
The idea for the tournament started last December at
the second annual Florida's
Dying Rock Fight, a night
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CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

AIDS fundraiser and donation drive
The Honors Literature ·of
AIDS class will hold a bake sale
and kick off a personal hygiene
product donation drive from 11
a.m. t o 1 p.m. on Wednesday in
front of the Student Union.
The event will raise funds to
support a local AIDS services
organization by selling snack
items and collectiqg donations.
They will •also accept donations of personal hygiene products for ·people living with
AIDS who cannot afford to purchase the products.
For more·information, contact Corinne Woods at
woods_corinne@yahoo.com.

Tunnel of Oppression
The United Resident Student Association's Tunnel of
Oppression will be held in the ·
Cape Florida Ballroom of the
the Student Union Monday
through Wednesday.
Visitors embark on gltlded
tours lasting ab6ut 18 to 20 minutes through a "global village."
Each spot features skits and
demonstrations aimed to fur.,
ther educate the public about
varioU:S forms of oppression in
our·world
For more information, visit
http:// www.housing.ucf.edu/ tu
.nnel/

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may .have missed·

Woman charged with swindling
center for blind individuals
OCALA - A former employ...
ee at a center for the blind has
been arrested and ~harged with
using center credit cards for personal purchases, authQrities said
Virginia Ruth East, 50, was
arrested Thursday by the Marion
County Sheriff's Office on grand
theft and forgery charges and
alleg~dly cheated the center out
of about $30,000, authorities said
She was formerly an employee at the Florida Center for the
Blind, a nonprofit organization
that helps blind individuals
become self-sufficient and find
appropriate services.
East is accused of charging
approximately $10,000 on Sam's
Club and Staples credit cards
registered to the organization,
according .to a Marion County
Sheriff's Office report
She also·allegedly improperly
purchased from the Sharper
Image and had two vehicles
belonging to family rriembers
repaired at aTire Kingdom using
a center credit card, officials said
Finally, East is accused of
adding her husband and child to
the company's health 'insuiance
plan without authorization, costing the agency more than $ll,OOO.
PLEASE SEE
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Conquering shyness, .
Naranjo speaks out for
the Latin mmority

· The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

March 5, 2007
Vol 39, Issue 69 • 18 Pages
The Central Florida Future is the Independent, student-'
written newspaper at the UniveJ'Sity of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not nea!Ssarilythose of the editorial staff
or the University adm111istration. All content isproperty of
the CentralFlorida Future and maynot be reprinted in part
or in whole without ~ission from the publisher.

NADA TAHA
Staff Writer

Editor's Note: This article is the eighth
and final story in the Heavy Hitters series,
which has profiled one unique student from
each undergraduate college at UCE

Troy Hillier x213

Every Thutsday at 6 p.m.· during the ·
Diversified Greek Council meetings,
Cristina Naranjo puts her fears. aside,
stands up in front of a group of sorority
and fraternity leaders and stakes a claim in
the minority Greek future of UCF.
The 22-year-old UCF senior is president ofthe organization that oversees culturally based fraternities and sororities on
campus. .She's alSo Salute Captain for her
Latin sorority, Lambda Theta Alpha, and
holds a leadership position in the Hispan·
ic American Student Association.
Naranjo dubs herself the "minority
voice" at UCF: two words that she would
have never used to describe herself
before: ·
It's ironic mainly because Naranjo usually stays quiet, giving off a little smirk
during conversations jilst to let the person
on the receiving end know she's listening.
It's even more ironic, she said, to be
involved so heavily with Latin associations because at one point in her life she
shunned her heritage altogether.
"It wasn't cool to kxiow Spanish where
I grew up;' she said "I stopped speaking
Spanish for six months when I was nine
ye,ars old so I could try and fit in."
Growing .up in the southern Florida
city of Pembroke Pines, she ''was the only
Hispanic kid in my class, one of two in the
school and only on e of fou r minority
kids."

editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com

News Editor
Abe Aboraya x213

"

news@CentralFloridaFuture.com

Opinions Editor
Chris Hoyler x213
.

opinions®_Centra/FloridaFuture.rom

COURTESY CRISTINA NARANJO

Cristina Naranjo, center, poses with her sorority sisters Sasha Perez-Loor (left) and Rose Castanon (right) in front of the
Student Union for Market Day in spring of 2006 to promote Lambda Theta Alpha. Naranjo, who is naturally shy, said she
draws her strength and outspoken activism from her twin sister Adriana, who has been in a wheelchair since childhood.

Naranjo's participation in HASA is
especially important to her because the
club is the only organization that participates in Hispanic Heritage Month on campus.
Bringing awareness to fellow Hispanic
students has been one of Naranjo's top
priorities.
"I've just been helping by letting people
know these organizations do exist;' she
said
It's a far cry from the girl she once was,
and she said she credits her identical twin
sister, Adriana, f<;>r her transformation.
. For 12 years, Naranjo and her sister
shared the same bedroom, but had little
else in common.
When their mother dressed theni in
the same outfit, Naranjo wanted it in purple, while her sister wanted it in pink.
When Naranjo walked around the neighPLEASE SEE
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Above: Alpha Tau Omega's Sam Swaringen gives a lift to freshman Delta Upsilon representative,
Michael "Squints" Hall, in Hall's bid to get signatures supporting him for the Xi Man pageant.
Right: Kappa Sigma brother Tyler Cafferty serenaded the sisters of Alpha Xi Delta sorority during
the pageant. The performance helped win him the coveted Xi Man 2007 crown.
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If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you m ight be
interested In a medical research study for adults who
experience symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all studyrelated care wllf be provided at no cost a nd you will be
compensated up to $400 for time a nd traveL As always, there
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re quired. Enrollment is limited, so call today.
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· With her mother hailing from Puerto
Rico and her father from Colombia,
Naranjo found herself struggling to fit in '
,with her predominantly white neighborhood
It was her mother who br9ught her culture out from behind the shadows, she
said After all, she was a political advocate
for Latin people in her area and is now the
director of Human Resources for the Latin
American and Caribbean regions of the
major Japanese camera company, Ricoh.
"My mom had a strong love for our culture," Naranjo said ''There wasn't a day in
our house that she wasn't playing Latin
music."
, When Naranjo graduates from UCF,
she'll have nearly six years under her belt.
The self-proclaimed "super senior" has
held numerous leadership positions
among Hispanic organizations on campus, including president of HASA only
two years after she joined
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Finding her .voice

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday-edition, S p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
editioll.
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Rich Venezuelans, alanned by
Chaveis socialism, head to Florida

·

,
.
·
.
·

.

.

As Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez further tightens
control of the South American
country's . economy, . wealthy
Venezuelans who once thought
they could live with his socialist
edicts are turning to their backup plan - flight to the United
States, particularly Florida
Venezuelans have long gobbled up condos and pre-construction, deals in Florida as
inve5tments, but the latest buyers want homes where they can
actually live and business properties that will help them earn a
greencard
''First the people who come
are the businessmen in the highest circles, then the losing politicians, then the military and then
the professionals:' said Miamibased immigration attorney
Oscar Levin. ''You're beginning
to see the [Venezuelan] professionals."
1bis latest and largest potential group of emigrants say they
fear the effect Chavez's socialist
policies will have on the economy and on proposed educational reforms that could mirror the
ideologically imbued education
of Chavez ally and mentor,
Cuba's Fidel Castro.
"There is so much insecurity,
political insecurity, economic
insecurity," said Venezuelan
Miguel Medina, a business executive who moved to Miami in
August. ''You don't know if a
contract you signed today will
be honored by the government
in the future.... 1bis was definitely my plan B, but it was time
to do the plan B."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Last discrimination lawsuit finally
settled for New Mexico university
LAS VEGAS, N.M. - New
MexicQ Highlands University
has agreed to pay a former
. assistant professor of chem- .
istry $205,000 to settle the last
remaining personnel-related
lawsuit against the school.
David Wiedenfeld, who
now teaches at Marshall University in Huntington, WYa.,
was one of four Anglo employees who were denied tenure at
Highlands in 2005. He sued the
school last year in federal court
alleging the tenure denial was
because he isn't Hispanic.
Highlands did not admit to
any wrongdoing in the
Wiedenfeld's settlement agreement, which was reached this
past week
Regents President Javier
Gonzales said he is happy to
close that chapter of the
school's history.
The university has agreed to
shell out more than $600,000
to settle three discrimination
and wrongful termination lawsuits over the past year. All
were filed during the rocky
two-year tenure of Manny
Aragon as university president.

Pat Robertson's choice of Mormon
Romney as speaker draws fire
NORFOLK, Va. - Some
students and alumni at an
evangelical Christian university founded by Pat Robertson
are upset with the commencement choice of Republican
presidential candidate Mitt
Romney, a Mormon.
"My initial reaction was,
how could they do this?" said
Lynne Gilham, a Columbus,
Ohio, minister who had posted
a comment denouncing the
choice on a ministry blog. She
said she earned a master's
degree in journalism from the
school, Regerit University, in
1992.
Gilham said Friday that she
understands "evangelicals in
an academic context need to be
exposed to other viewpoints."
But she fears inviting a speaker
of the Mormon faith "would ·
confuse young Christians who
are not so firmly grounded in
Christian doctrine."
Some students have posted
negative - and positive messages on Regent's bulletin
board and sent e-mails to facultymembers and administrators
since Romney's selection was
annoup.ced Feb. 14.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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7 Simple steps to ensure you have a safe Spring Break.

G Tra_vel with people you know and trust. Don't allow those you're traveling with to leave alone.

6

Don't carry your social security card or all of your credit cards with you. Carry only.one card
and the amount of cash you'll need. Traveler's checks are a good idea. Make photo copies of
them and leave the copies with atrusted family member whom you can reach if the traveler's
checks are stolen.
Be sure friends and family know where you're staying, how long you will be gone and when
you.expect to return. Call them while you're gone to let them know you're ok. Call when you
return home as well.

0
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Pres. Bush pauses in front ofwhat was Enterprise High School's science lab as he tours tornado damage in Enterprise, Ala., Saturday. Eight students were killed in the tornado.

Ala. student tells of tornado's
destruction of her high school

ing as a sex slave.
The three are among more
ENTERPRISE, Ala. - In than 200 young people
the science willg at Enter- attending a high-level meetprise High School, students ing of the U.N. Commission
huddled in the protection of on the Status of Women,
an interior hallway, jokihg which this year is focusing on
around, thinking about how discrimination and violence
hungry they were ~d hoping against girls. They spoke at a
they Would get a half-day off. panel and a news conference
"We'll get out of school about issues that concern
early. We'll go home," Marisa them, ranging from rape, trafYounanian, 17, remembers ficking and ·prostitutio~ to
thinking. "It didn't quite tum education, child labor and
AIDS.
ourthat way."
"The most important mesShe was the first to see.the
tornado coming. She looked sage is that governments
outside in time to see a flying should ensure that every
tree strike a house and rip its working child gets a free eduroof off. There was no funnel, cation,'' said Sunita Tamang,
just darkness and objects lamenting that in her commuswirling as a howling noise nity in Nepal "people think
grew in pitch. Her ears that ifyou educate a girl child,
popped as the pressure it will only embarrass you."
There was a time, she said
changed in the hallway.
A textbook became her tearfully, when she couldn't
shield as she held it over her go to school because she had
head After no more than 30 to work to help her mother, a
seconds of chaos, she looked single parent. But now,
around but couldn't see the through a program supported
floor because it was covered by the U.N. children's agency,
.by pieces of wood, insulation, UNICEF, she attends classes
glass, bricks and tree limbs. in the morning and works in
Lights hung down by their the factory making boxes for
wires from the ceiling. Water matches in the afternoon.
In her spare time, Tamang
c:ascaded from a hole somestarted a club with other
where overhead.
A few minutes later, the working children to camstudents from the science paign for education for
wing emerged, in shock but youngsters who haye to work
and 'for an end to violence
alive.
against children.

lraqlpresident plans Cabinet
shuffle and to pursue extremists
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's
prime minister said Saturday
he will reshuffle his Cabinet
within two weeks and pursue
criminal charges against
political figures linked to
extremists as a sign of his
government's resolve to
restore stability during the
U.S.-led security crackdown
inBaghdad
Prime Minist~r Nouri alMaliki also told The Associated Press during an interview
at his Green Zone office that
Iraq will work hard to ensure
the success of a regional security conference.
The conference in Bag:P,dad, tentatively set for next
weekend; is expected to bring
together all of Iraq's neighbors, including Iran and Syria,
as well as the United States
and Britain to find ways to
ease this country's security
crisis.
Iran has not announced
whether it will attend, but
Iraqi officials believe that
Tehran will send a representative.
Al-Maliki has been under
pressure from the U.S. to
bring order into his factious
government of Shiites, Sunnis
and Kurds since it took office
last May. Rumors of Cabinet
changes have surfaced before, .
only to disappear because of
pressure from coalition members seeking to keep power.

Girls at U.N. meeting ur9e action
against human rights violations
UNITED NATIONS - A
16-year-old Nepalese girl
burst into tears describing
her work in a match factory
to help support her mother.,A
Jordanian teen spoke out
about violence against girls in
rural areas. A former child
soldier from Congo cried
when she recalled her suffel""

Use your gut instinct if approached by a robber. Only you know your skills and abilities well
enough to know how to handle the situation. Think of the "what it's" of problems and have a
plan of action before something goes down.
Don't fool around on balconies, like sitting on the railing or shoving someone. If you're under
the influence, stay inside.
·

•

D Don't go to parties by yourself. Stay with afriend throughout the party, even to the restroom.
If your friend feels sick, go to asafe place and monitor the person. If the friend passes out, put
him/her on their side and call 911 for help. Do not leave them alone!
(I .Do not accept drinks from strangers or drinks that you didn't observe being opened or poured.
If you put your drink down consider it gone. Do not return to it.

D Don't drive anywhere ifyou are under the influence. Call a cab!
UCF Police Department .............._... (407) 823-5555
Orange County Sheriff's Office ..•.... (407) 836-4357
Semino_
le County Sheriff's Office .... {407) 330-6600
Oviedo Police Department ............ (407) 971-5700
Orlando Police Department ........... (321) 235-5300

•

.
pre-meds:
do you have
. all 8?

.,

U.S. forces enter Sadr City, first
major push of security drive
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Hun- .
dreds of U.S. soldiers entered
the Shiite stronghold of Sadr
City on Sunday in the first
major .p ush into the area
since an American-led security sweep began last month
around Baghdad
Soldiers conducted houseto-house searches through
the densely populated grid of
squat two- and three-story
buildings, but met no resistance in a district firmly in the
hands of the Mahdi Army
militia led by Muqtada al- ·
Sadr, said Lt. Col. David
Oclander.
Al-Sadr Withdrew his militia under intense pressure
from the government, but
there were worries that a
large-scale military push
without politiCal clearance
could bring a backlash and
jeopardize the entire security
effort.
"The indication that we
are getting is a lot of the really bad folks have gone into
hiding," Oclander said.
Police said there had been
U.S. military activity at the alJazair police station in Sadr
City since Friday, where
troops ~ere thought to be
converting the facility into a
joint operations center. Bulldozers maneuvered in the
station's yard.
· A spokesman for Sadr's
bloc in parliament, Falah
Hassan, said there was "no
reaso.n " for such a "provocative act."
''We understood that Iraqi
forces only would conduct
the se3.!ch and if that they
faced resistance, then U.S.
forces could intervene,'' he
said. "But that was not the
case with today's operati<:>n."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The International Se,rvices C~nter invites the UCF
community,Jaeulfy, staff, and students to attend our
~
ev;pts::'*
ffi<·""·\'.#-.,.~

All'of the following will take place in.the,Barbara Ying Center:

Cross-Cultural Awareness S~ries
Mondaxs, March 5, 19 & 26, 3:45 p.m. -5:00 p.m.
This serie~ addresses th~ .academic. cultural and psychological
issues that internatiorial students mightface in a new cultural and
academic ehvironrµent The series is facilitated.by the UCF ·
Counseling Center and focuses on a different topic each week.
./~// ~ '

Tyeidays, Marc'/:) 6 & 27, 4:00p.m. -,o:OO p.m.
/The purpose of this program is to explore other cultures through
exposure to foreign languages. Multiple languages are offered to '
allow for an exciting opportunity to,fnteract with people from around
'
/""
•
e world.
/
.
.
1
~I

G ~al Coffee Hour'

_/

·v /

'):

', ·

Tue day, March 20, 4:96p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

,1

lnfor · I conversations)lre held Of.I current toR_i~~iand news from
aroun he world to pybmote gl9bal understand.11;ig and a sense of
internati . nal comm;fnity on campus.
.
Coffee an snac~ are provided. \
·
f
·,
·
·
.
. .\
!

KnightShoppers.com
In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favorite brands.

//

Lang.uclge Tables

I'

,;

\
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES CENTER

'
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Ifyou're pl~,ni.J!g a c;ire~r in medicine, cons~der the field ~f JX?diatrj:l:: medicine.

~/~~·

As a podi~tric piiysifian, you diagnose, treat, and help pa:f;ient;'pre-Jnt disorders
'

.

and
injuries to the foot
and
ankle.
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Bai:-ry Univqsity's pfogr~ in podiatric medicirle offers }"tftl extensiye research

PHI KAPPA PHI
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facilities, distinguished hospital and medical center afijliaf;:ons, ancf hcellent
r:k«;
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What does Phi Kappa Phi represent?
•

Prestige~

Phi Kappa Phi is the nation's oldest, largest
and most selective all-discipline honor society.
• High Standards. Only the top 10°/o of senfors and 7 .5°/o
of juniors, having completed at least 72 semester
hours, are eligible for membership. Graduate students
in the upper 10°/o also qualify, as do faculty, professional
staff, and alumni who have achieved scholarly distinction.
•Awards. Phi Kappa Phi awards more than $500,000
annually to outstanding members and chapters. No
other honor society awards as much.
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1d out 1'l~is ih.ere")iou belo~.
•
a
. •
isitus at barzyedu/podiatr}'..

~@ro mD1!fL~to~~ 9r~ @'ii.
§Ae 6e64 fto@efJ-el(,,

i6

tl!M:

You've worked hard. You've earned it.
For more information, please contact:

Dr. Diane I. Neff, President
Phi Kappa Phi Chapter 232
Physical Plant, Building 16A
P.O. Box 163600
Orlando, Ft 32816-3600
dneff@mail.ucf.edu

'®·

SCHOOi, OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
Ii\'

11$300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130 or 800-756-6000, ext 3130

"

'

E-mail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu

\'tllNW.barry.ec:lu/podiatry

407-823-0038
Membership in PKP does no_t conflict with memberships in other honor societies.
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UCF

~ Stands For Opportunity
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UCF RESEARCH WEEK
SOCIETY IN RESEARCH
RESEARCH IN SOCIETY

Presented by United Space Alliance
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[Symposiiam to address Nike sweatshops Robbery suspects
'

1Activists' multimedia presentation
;highlights grim working conditions
BRITTANY CURRIER
Contributing Writer

Nike is one of the most recog:nizable brands all over the
:world, raking in revenue of $15
;billion per year, but it is also a
company that has been highly
'criticized for sweatshop abuse in
its overseas factories.
Jim Keady and Leslie Kretzu,
co-founders of Educating for
Justice Inc., will deliver their
presentation, Behind the Swoosh:
, Sweatshops and Social Justice,
: tonight at 7 p.m. in the Pegasus
•Ballroom. It will cover the con' ditions at Nike sweatshops in
,:Indonesia.
. The pair will share their
;experiences of living in the
:slums of T~gerang, Indonesia,
·receiving only the $1.25 per day
1

that Nike pays its workers there.
They will also inform students
on ways to get involved. Keady
and Kretzu have spent almost
seven years spreading the word
about the dangers and inhumanity that take place in these sweatshops.
"Since we can't take all the
students at UCF to Nike's
Indonesian sweatshops, we
bring a taste of that reality to
your campus through an interactive event that includes a documentary film, role playing and
multimedia technology that will
'immerse' students in the situations that people making Nike
products deal with on a regular
basis," Keady said. "We also
include some hard-hitting, wellresearched analysis; and most
importantly, we let people know

I

how they can get involved to
solve the sweatshop problem."
Campus Activities Board
Speakers Director Kevin Chen
said that he felt bringing Keady
and Kretzu to campus will open
up students' minds.
·
"I would like the students'
perspectives and opinions in
regards to sweatshops and social
justice because college students
do not tend to agree on this specific issue because it also relates
to capitalism and human rights,"
he said. "I want to reveal to the
student body about what really
takes place in sweatshops as well
as the working conditions and
wages."
Keady first learned about the
Indonesian sweatshops while
writing a paper for a theology
class at St. John's University in
New York City. He was the graduate assistant soccer coach, and
upon realizing the school was
negotiating a $3.5 million
endorsement deal With Nike, he

publicly urged the administration not to do it. According to the
EFJ Web site, the administration
responded, ''Wear Nike and drop
this issue ... or resign."
He chose to resign.
Attempting to silence his critics back at school, Keady and
· Kretzu moved into an Indonesian slum for a month to document what was really going on.
While there, they encountered
-the local mafia, intimidation,
. burnings, toxic shoe rubber, cor. porate complicity and cover-ups.
EFJ has been touring the
country, visiting close to 300
high schools and colleges, speaking about their experiences and
relaying the facts on sweatshops.
Keady said, ','Overwhelmingly,
students at these schools have
said three things: 'This is wrong.
We have to stop it. I want to get
involved."'
The fliers for the presentation
erroneously state that it will take
place in the Key West Ballroom.

still on the loose
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pects got in.
Two cash register dr~wers, a metal box and a stack
of receipts with TGI Friday's printed on them were
found by employees at Cypress Club Apartments complex around 8 a.m. Wednesday.
Holmes said they have been robbed before, but
never at gunpoint, and that management will now be
enforcing the restaurant's rules more than before.
"We do have rules that we're not supposed to be
outside the restaurant - really at all," Holmes said.
'Mer 11 a.m., when we open until we close, we are not
allowed to open the back door for anything or anyone,
unless a delivery or something, but we have cameras
right on the back door so you can see who it is."
Holmes said people were fine-tuning the security
system while she was working Friday morning 'and
that no one was allowed to walk out the back or side
doors.
"I don't feel unsafe working there at all," Holmes
said. "I worked at the Friday's in Melbourne, and we
got robbed at gunpoint one time, too. I'm just glad no
one got hurt. It's just corporate money."

/,
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EVER BEEN ARRESTED:

('

WAS THE CHARGE(S) DROPPED OR DISMISSED?
IF SO, YOU MAY BE ABLE TO EXPUNGE SUCH RECORDS

~"'

WiNcHousE

Call (407)
Graduating?
Applying to College?
New Job?

I

210~6588
c

Applying to Graduate School?
Looking to Rent?
Ptomotion?

Did you know that even though the charges may have been dropped or dismissed the records
remain open for public view at the law enforcement agency, the courthouse, and·are reflected
on criminal history records or "rap sheets" generated by
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement?

11•

HETZ & JONES, LLC
James T. Hetz, ·Esq.
Former State Expungement Attorney
www.HetzandJones.com

Email: HetzLaw@yahoo.com

Office-Orlando

"The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision th~t should not be based solely on advertising. Before you .decide,
ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience."
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Public healthpro,f~~:~i~nal~s address some ofsooety's ~st ch~~~?~r~blem~

0

wcluding ~pideiili~'ogy, env}J:onmental health, dise~se pr:ve':i.tl:n,t'e;i.t:h'1ir9mtition,
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The five new ~huttle buses will replace some of the older Coach buses. Part of the 70-person capacity includes standing room, where students
will have to hold on to yellow handles overhead for stability. The buses began running their routes on Thursday.

Same old routes; new.buses
Buses expected to ease. traffic
and free up parking spaces

seats.
Enda Huo, the second student to board, was concerned by
the placement of the handlebars
close to the seats. Huo said,
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF
Route 1, the bus line to and "There might be people falling
Staff Writer
from Pegasus Landing, received on my face. It's going to be
complaints that the buses were cramped.''
Five new buses, decked out often full after one stop, forcing .
In addition to parking and
with black stripes and UCF some students to drive or wait traffic adwntages, Clark believes
logos, began shuttling students ·for another bus. Clark believes mass transportation, provides
between Pegasus Landing and the higher-capacity buses 'will environmental benefits.
the main campus on Thursday. - reduce traffic and ease parking
The buses are equipped with
Caterpillar_engines capable of ·
Director of Parking Services . on campus.
John Clark said the customFeatures of the new buses running on 20 percent biodiesel
made Blue . Bird Corporation include wider aisles, a door in The biodiesel pump owned by
buses are expected to free up the middle of the bus for faster the UCF Physical Plant cannot
10,000 to 15,000 parking spaces a loading and unloading, wheel- supply all of the buses fast
day, based on the turnover rate of chair lifts, interior lights and enough to keep them running
parking spaces.
. tapered windows that reduce efficiently, which is why Ameri. Forty seats line the walls of heat inside the bus.
·
can Coach fuels them at their
''We got complaints from depot
· the new buses, with handrails on
the ceiling to accommoch\te short students that they couldn't
Campus buses are leased to
standing passengers. The new· reach the bars," so the new buses UCF by American Coach. The
buses can carry more students have handles dangling from the company also provides drivers,
than the older 40-student capac- ceiling bars, Clark said.
maintenance and fueling.
The new buses, assembled in
ity American Coach models. Bill
Client service manager for
Merclc, the UCF vice president Fort Valley, Ga., were custom American Coach, Curtis Colefor Administration and Finance, built according to ~lark's specif- man, said the company is exploi:said the new buses can accom- ic requests. Clark made two ing how to take advantage of
modate 70 students, though an trips to the factory to inspect the . biodiesel fuels, as well as
American Coach manager said buses. He noticed in October ethanol
the maximum capacity is 60 stu- that his request for a side door
Clark said he hopes more students. Clark said, "If the driver resulted in a line of buses.with- dents take adwntage of the camisn't watching, 80 people can get out front doors. The buses had pus' free bU$ service. While takon this bus."
to be rebuilt, which explains why ing one of the new buses'
The routes for the new buses they weren't delivered in maiden voyage to Pegasus Landaccount for 46 percent of stu- December, · as originally expect- ing, Clark pointed to a student
dents who ride the bus to the ed.
studying and said, "She can't do
campus. Clark estimates as
The first student to board one that if she's driving. Students
many as 85 percent of the stu- of the new models, Sean Ryan, have done a lot on the bus they
dents riding the bus leave cars was impressed by the Wider couldn't do driving, some I won't
behind.
·
aisles and more comfortable mention"
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Free shows will feature well-known acts
Al

FROM

Doors will open at 7:30 p.m.,
and the show will run from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. ·students must
present their UCF ID at the
door. No flash photography or
video taping will be allowed.
Christian Finnegan is wellknown for his appearances on
VHl a5 a panelist on Best Week
Ever and hosts TVLand's game
show Gaine Time.
The Pegasus Ballromp. holds
1,000 people; when all seats are

full, the doors will be closed. MAZE, a group of magicians
· No tiGkets will be sold; students who will be around campus on
will be seated on a first-come- Monday and Tuesday as a preview to the main performance.
first-served basis.
Kol~ has performed for milIf comedy isn't your thing,
maybe illusionist Andre Kole lions of people around the
world in 79 countries and all 50
will entertain you.
Campus Crusade for Christ states. He is well known for
and SGA are bringing Kole to · working with David Copperthe UCF Arena for a one-night- field.
The entire arena won't be
only free perfQrmance.
Doors· open at 8 p.m., and useq for the performance the show will run from 9 p.m. to only about half of it, or 3,042 .
· seats, will be available on a
11 p.m.
Performing with Kole is first-come-first-served basis.

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING (MAT)
The program offers graduate education for those with a desire to become mi_ddle or secor'1dary school teachers in the critical needs areas of _mathematics or
science. Starts May 2007.

.MASTER OF .EDUCATION (M.Ed.)

The program is pesigned for individuals with undergraduate degrees in elementary, secondary, or special education. Fifteen hours of the 37 hour degree
program are designed to fulfill the requirements for the K-12 reading endorse. ment for Florida teachers. Starts Fall 2007.
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donating .
plasma regularly

SPECIAl

I

~10 OFFER

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

1~r1I11111Rt1r

Vaughn Center Board Room, 9th flo
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teach&serve
Be a Part of the Solution I

Thursday, March 15
5:30 - 7 p.m.

·········-·····-···········
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DClfBiologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people.with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

Reserve your seat
Phone: (813) 258-7409
E--mail: utgrad@utedu
Register online: grad.ut.edu
The University of Tampa
Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone: 813-258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Web site: gra~.utedu
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" If you have built ca~tles
in the.ai r, your work need
not be 1os t ; that is where
t hey should be. Now put
f oundat i ons under them. "
Henry Dav id Thor~au

Braving the Arctic to study it
Program focuses
on examining the
Arctic, Antarctic
JORDAN FARBER
Contributing Writer

Producer Geoffrey Clark
introduced his film Abandoned
in the Arctic in the UCF library
Thursday along with a related
exhibit kicking off the International Polar Year, a scientific
program focused on the Arctic
and Antarctic.
The film documents a trip
taken by James Shedd to retrace
the footsteps of his great, great
grandfather Adolphus Greely, a
Civil War hero who led 24 men
- the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition - through the Arctic as
part ofthe first IPY in 1882. After
three years, only six men
returned from that expedition
The International Council
for Science and the World Meteorological ·Organization have
organized the fourth IPY, which
will actually take place over the
course of two years starting this
March. The extra time will give
scientists a chance to cover both
the Arctic and Antarctic.
In Clark's documentary, the
25 men set out to break Great
Britain's record for traveling farthest north. After achieving
their goal, the men suffer from
starvation and endure·cold, dark
winters as they wait to be picked
up by a boat that never comes.
Clark found the story so
intriguing that he continuously
studied the event for 20 years.
Also present at the film
showing was Glenn Stein. historian for the IPY Web site and
published author who has studied polar exploration for 23
years. .
,
''Ifs a great testament to th~
human spirit," Stein said ''People today look up to athletes and
celebrities, but this is just amazing, heroic."
Shedd, the journeying
descendant of Greely, shared
Stein's sentiment in the movie,
saying, "I'm surprised at how
few people have heard
[Greely's] tale!'
Stein is also responsible for
..
the Lady Franklin Bay Expedi~
tion exhibit, which the library
will hold until the end of May.
The exhibit ·comprises Stein's
personal collection of artifacts,
letters and other memorabilia
related to the expedition
The upcoming IPY will
include the work of thousands
of scientists from more ·than 60
, ""-- nations and involve more than
:
200 scientific projects that
cover a wide range of physical,
biological and social research
. topics, according to the IPY
Website.
·
"It's incredibly exciting,''
Stein said "This is one of the
few times in our age that we'll
have a polar year."
One particular aspect con'"
cerning this IPY separates it
from previous endeavors. It

BRIAN FIEG I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Abandoned in the Arctic Executive Producer Geoffrey Clark views artifacts of key Lady Franklin
Bay Expedition participant David L. Brainard in the UCF Library Thursday.

takes place at the focal point of
accumulating evidence for global warming. Shrinking glaciers,
atmospheric issues and shortened durations of snow and ice
in the polar ice caps represent a
trend that might n,ot have been
clear to scientists during the last
IPYinl957.
Nearly one year ago, in April.
Tune magazine reported that the
''polar ice caps are melting faster
than ever." Following that, in
May, Al Gore's Inconvenient
'Iruth gave even wider audiences
a chance to weigh the scientific;
evidence themselves.
As timely as this IPY see~.
though, representatives have said
little about any relationship
between global warming and the
research being conducted over
the next two years. While the scientific community remains
undecided about the human factors behind global warining, evidence still shows that problems

exist, leavin,g the subject some- .
whattaboo. .
According to Clark, global
warming issues will be a huge
focus for the scientists iiwolved
in the IPY, and many of their
studies will shed light on the subject He added that scientists will
likely keep quiet as long
the
Bush administration is still paying the b~.
, "They say nothing about
humans causing global warming," Clark said "They only talk
about a natural climate change!'
· During the IPY launch
recently, when someone in the
crowd asked a question about
global warming, Clark demonstrated a cutting motion to his
throat implying that the subject
was immediately hushed
Soon, Clark plans to organize
weekly showings of his documentary to allow as many stu- ·
dents as possible the opportunity
to view it.
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The University· Writing
Come visit us, and we wi l l help you create those foundations.
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Yanked liquor license
forces club doors"shut

••

Info .
Session
Sat, March 17
10:30 a.m. - noon
B.RIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The popular Downtown Orlando night dub Roxy was shut down late last week after a
four-month investigation led to drug charges from selling cocaine and Ecstasy to police.
FROMAl

· charges, including the sale and
delivery of cocaine .and trafficking of MDMA- commonly known as Ecstasy - according to the Division of
Alcoholic Beverages and
Tobacco.
Immedfu.tely after catching
the employees in the act, the
ABT issued an Emergency
Suspension Order against the
nightclub's liquor license, due

to an immediate danger to the
health, safety and welfare of
the general public.
As of Friday, a sign in front
of the club read "Closed for
renovations,'' and hinted at a
future grand opening. The
doors of the hotspot, used by
many UCF students, will
remain boarded up until further notice.
· The owner of Roxy can
request an appeal hearing,
according to a news release.

Vaughn Center
Board Room, 9th floor
Reserve your seat.
Phone; (813) 258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu

•MBA
• .MS :in ·Accountin·g
• MS in Finance
• MS in Marketing

•)

- Full-service university with personal attention from faculty and staff

- Tuition advantage for out-of-state and international students
- Graduate assistantships a~ailable for qualified candidates
- Career Services Center for graduate students
- Seven specialized MBA concentrations
- Accredited by MCSB International

Register online: grad.ut.edu
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The University of Tampa, Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone: 813-258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu • Web site: grad.ut.edu
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Thrash bash seeking axe god
FROM

Al

calls about the event.

where bands - real and fake competed against each other,
vying for a 7-inch record
. released on the Florida's Dying
label
''There was a guy in full dress
who came up and did the Guitar
:> Hero thing. We thought we
should do this as a big competition because it's a big craze right
now," said Aaron Wright, 29, the
> owner of BackBooth. "Everybody has been playing· this Guitar .Hero so we were like, 'Let's
do it. It'll be funny."'
So far, the reaction has been
stronger than the club anticipated, said Jeff Echegaray, a 20year-old bartender at BackBooth who has gotten
numerous emails and phone

"I'm pretty excited to 'go
because I think it'll be pretty
cool seeing everybody else
there go all crazy with their mad
skills,'' Austin Schroeder, a 20year-old Full Sail student, said.
''I'm going to the championship
so I can prove to the world that I
am the true Guitar Hero of the
galaxy."
There will be two separate
competitions: one for Guitar
Hero. and one for air guitar.
Players will be judged in three
categories: skill, visual performance <ind appearance. Prizes will
be awarded to the top three guitar thrashers.
. "Show some styles and show
that you're here to perform,"
Wright said. "The idea is not
only to have the Guitar Hero
competition, but for it to be .

entertaining for the people that
come here to watch."
"If/ you're going to do a
Metallica song, wear long hair. If
you're going to do a 70s song,
dress like Jimi Hendrix,''
Echegaray said. ''Please ·take an
artistic approach when you
come."
As far as what the judges are
looking for, Wright has some
advice: "Show some styles and
show that you're here to perform. Dress up and be on your
game."
It's free to sign up via e-mail

or at BackBooth the day of the
event. Sign-ups begin at 8:30
p.m., and the tournament will
begin immediately after at 9
p.m. The competition is for ages
18 and up. Visit www.backbooth.com for more information

Sister's disability sparks passion
A2

moved to Orlando to attend college.
borhood -w ith her sister; it was
· Naranjo said sh(;! was
' Adriana who started conversa- amazed at her sister's "empowtions with strangers while ering · and independent" attiNaranjo quietly stood off to the tude. Always striving for the
side.
limelight, Adriana's personality
"I was known as Adriana's compelled Naranjo to step outsister, not the other way side of her own shadows.
around,'' Naranjo said.
"She.was my advocacy roots.
But it was her outspoken sis- We'd play and people would
ter who was left with cerebral look at her and I'd yell, 'What
palsy when the twins were born are you looking at?"' Naranjo
two-and-a-half months prema- said. "She started my speaking
ture, after a blood transfusion up." ·
gave Adriana a nearly fatal cas'e
But differences still exist
of meningitis.
between the two: Adriana is
"It was· a miracle pretty neat while her sister is disor- '
> • much,'' Naranjo said. "She actuganized; Naranjo likes to sleep
ally got the la5t blessing from late while Adriana is a morning ·
the priest, but she pulled person; the two complement
through. We didn't realize how each other.
bad it was until we were one
Naranjo is pursuing a double
and I started walking and she major in <:ommunicative disorcouldn't walk."
ders and early childhood edu>
According to the National cation and hopes to become a
Institute of Neurological Disor- speech pathologist. Influenced
ders and Stroke, cerebral palsy by her sister's disabilities,
is a neurological disorder that Naranjo said she has fotind her
permanently affects body niche.
movement and muscle coordi"I've always wanted to be a
nation
teacher,'' she said. "I have a pasBound to a wheelchair,. lack- sion for kids."
ing the use of her right liand ·
With car washes, fundraisand suffering from multiple ers and other'events, along with
learning disabilities, Adriana a 12-credit class load, Naranjo's
} stayed behind as her sister went life has become a sort ofbalancon to finish high school and ing act. She said her only source
FROM
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of sanity comes because she
"lives off her agenda.''
Although the meetings and
events do come at a costly price,
she said the sacrifices ~e more
than worth the trouble.
"I wouldn't trade my poor
GPA for my experiences," she
said.
Planning to graduate in
spring of 2008, Naranjo said she
feels her biggest accomplishment has been using her leadership positions to promote Hispanic involvement on campu5,
something UCF sees little of.
"It's a matter .of letting people know that Hispanics can get
out of college. I love breaking
stereotypes and proving people
wrong,'' she said. "Minorities
aren't stepping up; they're not
in Senate or PLC [President's
Leadership Council] or trying
to get the Order of the Pegasus."
Using her mother's love of
culture and her sister's advocacy as her motivating forces,
Naranjo continues to fight for
the Latin community.
"I may be shy by nature, but,
whenever I get involved, I get
passionate,'' she said. "I don't
have a problem speaking for
people who don't have a voice."
During the battle, her
weapon of choice is one she just
learned how to use: her voice.
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Guerilla style bdnds stLJ.dent filmmakers
FROM

Al
Society for Marketing Professional Services

just trying to be a Good
Samaritan."
'Good Sam' later tracked
down Struckhoff to apologize
for the mistake.
''Yeah, he had no clue we
were shooting," Struckhoff
confirmed. "He was just trying to help out Tongue."
Dealing with impromptu
di$sent is one of the hazards
of
creating
politically
charg~d pieces, although in
the case of Poli Sci, the film is
more parody than scathing
indictment of the administration.
"The movie is kind of a
mockery
of
the
Eingold/Smith campaign and
how they've plastered their
faces everywhere," Struckhoff said, referring to SGA
hopefuls Eric Eingold. and
MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Austin Smith. "If you're a Above: Rhode and Garcia peer into an LCD screen before shooting one of the remaining scenes in their short film.AMANDA
The movie is a montage
UCF student, you can proba- mocking the recent SGA presidential elections. Last Monday was the last day the group filmed before last Wednesday's deadline for the final, .
bly relate to it." ·
edited movies. .
·
.
The filmmakers - conJoking aside, the team
sisting of Struckhoff, Garcia, would need at least twenty work goes into a film.
"Making your own movie enjoyed the camaraqerie that
mechanical
engineering people and' some creative editmajor Chad Rhode, graphic ing for the effect to be plausi- makes you appreciate low- comes with working on a film
design majors Will Bristol ble. So, out came the cell budget films like Army of crew.
"It's so much fun to do,"
and Blair Remington, psy- phones and within ten minutes, Darkness even more," Bristol
chology major Drew Hamp- approximately 15 people had said. "Just because,they don't Struckhoff said. "Just huddle
ton and film major Alex · shown up, ready for · their have a lot of money, it doesn't around the camera and watch
mean it's not hard work."
what we've shot."
Sushil - are entering Poli Sci close-up.
' In addition to having their
"I call a friend and tell them
Rhode agreed with Struckin Campus MovieFest.
·
"I actually found out about to bring their roommates and work showcased, local winners hoff.
the festival from the Future," frfonds, ~d,eve,ryone else does of the festival are awarded
"The best part is the hystersame,''
Struckhoff iPods and am:mal memberships ical laugher that comes from
Garcia said. "I was waiting for the
a smoothie; I picked up the explained. ''.That way, you're to Blockbuster Video. At the doing this,'' he said. "The way
paper and saw an ad for it. I guaranteed of at least someone higher regional level, winners our personalities are reflected
,
can take home Apple comput- in this product is just great.'"
called Sam and literally ran showing up."
Though only· on,e member ers, Sony camcorders and DVD
In addition to having fun
over."
Struckhoff corroborated of the team is a film major; all players. The national winning . while creating the project, the
the tale of Qarcia's enthusi- members of the group are pas- team, however, will take home team was thrilled with the
sionate about movi'es.
a grand prize of $10,000.
opportunity to participate in
asm. with a grin.
Despite the impressive prize the festival.
"He showed up at my • "Originally, we drew inspi"This is just something
dorm, red-faced and waving a ration from [Quentin] Taranti- catalog, the team is taking a
paper around," Struckhoff no. Over'-the-top violence, stuff lackadaisical approach to the we've ::J,lways wanted to do,"
Struckhoff said. "We had no
said. "He was pretty like that," · Struckhqff said. idea of winning.
"Then, .we. realized· we proba"Ifwe go all the way,.I'll real- reason not to.",
pumped."
In addition to being exdt- bly couldn't do that, so we ly feel bad for everyone else,"
Bristol nodded and agreed
ed about making a short film, made it funnier and toned Struckhoff said with a sly smile, with his fellow director.
Garcia also appreciated the down th~ violence."
"Sometimes," he said with a
while Remington chimed in by
Shooting the project made saying, "If we win, I'm chang- smile, ''you've just got. to carpe
historic aspect of entering
the crew realize just how much ing my major."
the diem."
the festival.
"This is the trrst time a
, Florida public school has participated in the festival," he
said. "That's pretty big."
Remington also saw the ad
in the Future and decided to
pursue the opportunity.
"Will and I saw it in the
paper, and we wanted to do it.
Then I found out that Sam
and Keegan saw it in the
paper, wanted to do it too,
· and it all just came together,"
Remington said.
Touted as, "the world's
largest student film festival,"
Campus MovieFest gives
fledgling filmmakers an
opportunity to pursue their
passion and showcase their
creativity.
Unlike most film festivals
where contenders provide
their
own
equipment,
MovieFest applicants are
loaned an Apple laptop, a digital camcorder and given a
week to create a five-miiiute
feature.
"The week deadline is
tough, but I find it beneficial," .
Rhode said. "It forces you to
really foc'us and organize.
Without the deadline, we'd
just sit around talking about. '
what would look cool instead
of actually doing it."
Creativity is employed not
only in the film itself but also
in the shooting of the project.
Tllls is evident by the grassroots, guerilla style of filmmaking utilized by the team.
While shooting on campus,
the filmmakers approached
passing students and asked
them to appear on camera
"We're trying to shoot a
film," Struckhoff told potential extras. "All you have to do
is pretend to ignore me."
A good majority of
passers-by did just that. Some
offered apologies and said
they were late for class. Others heckled the filmmakers,
and some mercifully stopped
and agreed to be filmed.
Working without permits
or releases, the team had to
use surreptitious means to
film their project and often
went by the credo of, "no
release, no permits, no
money, no locks, no problem."
·
'We snuck into a rehearsal
hall in the VAB," Struckhoff
said. "We were in suits, so no
one noticed us."
As well as sneaking into
unlocked and empty . classrooms to film, the team
employed a vast network of
friends and ro,ommates to
play extras. While filming the
last sc;~ne (a speech scene in
the VAB .auditorium), the
filmmakers decided they
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UCF 77 I ECU 64

IJ

·Memphis
gets narrow
64-61 win.
overSMU

BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

From left, Lavell Payne, Josh Peppers, and Adam Gill pose after UCF's 77-64 win over ECU on Saturday. Saturday's game was also Senior Night, where Payne, Peppers and Gill were all honored
prior to the game for their years of commitment. Peppers led the Golden Knights with 25 points, Payne had 17 and Gill had two in 15 minutes of action.
·

ENDING ON AGOOD

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF Basketball team ended its stay
at the UCF Arerla, as · well as the home
careers of forwards Josh Peppers, Lavell
Payne and center Adam Gill, in style on Saturday night. The Knights (22-8 overall, 11-5
Conference USA) defeated East Carolina,
77-64. ,
Fittingiy, Peppers and Payne led the
team with 25 and 17 points, respectively.
''It was a great night tonight," Peppers
· said "I am pretty sl,lre me and Lavell felt the

same way, with high emotioIL Titls is our
last one in this great place. ·
, "Just looking back on it, it's just been.
special The whole time, it's been special"
UCF coach Kirk Speraw said that his
team was emotionally spent from their victory on Wednesday night over Houston
and it showed as UCF struggled to finish
·off the Pirates (6-23overall,1-15 C-USA).
A couple of free throws by junior guard
Darrell Jenkins cut the Golden Knights'
lead to 32-24 with 5:13 to play ,in the first
half.
Peppers responded on Senior Night by

"Just looking back on it,.it's just been special. The
whole time, it's been special."

Golden Knights
end reign at the
UCF Arena
with win over
ECU,-77-64
scoring UCF's last nine points of the half.
'J;'he Knights went into the intermission
ahead 41-29. Peppers was ·7-for-7 from
field in the first half for 21 points.
"To. be honest, I think it was the most
focused I'd ever been in my entire career,"
Peppers said "I was just keyed into everything. Everybody says the last go-around
has to be the best go-around, and I was just
focused in on everything."
ECU brought the deficit back down to
56-50 after forward Gabe Blair put back a
missed 3-pointer for a basket with 8:11 left.
Of course, Peppers was there to answer
for UCF again with a 3-pointer from above
the left elbow that put UCF back up by
nine, 59-50, with about seven minutes left.
From there, Payne and junior center
Stanley Billings used their size and experi-

- JOSH PEPPERS
FORWARD

the

PLEASE SEE

DALLAS -:- Memphis ended the regular season with a perfect record in Conference USA, but not a perfect performanr;e.
"This game was stressful for us,"
Chris Douglas-Roberts said
Instead of another runaway victory
against SMU, the Tigers (No. 7
ESPN/USA Today; No. 6 AP) needed a
late basket and two second-chance free
throws from Douglas-Roberts to win 6461 on Saturday night for · their 19th
straight victory - including all 16 CUSA games.
The Tigers (27-3 overall, 16-0 C-USA)
overcame an early 11-point deficit to lead
at halftime, but didn't go ahead for good
until Douglas-Roberts hit a 3-pointer to
make it 59-57 with 3:47 left.
SMU 04-16 overall, 3-13 C-USA) lost
for the eighth time in nine games, a
stretch that began with a 36-point loss at
Memphis on Feb. 3.
"I couldn't be more proud of them if
we won," first-year SMU coach Matt
Doherty said. "They were very disruptive down the end. I don't know what
happened when Douglas missed the foul
shot and got the rebound. That was the
dagger."
Jeremy Hunt missed the rim with a 3point attempt with 1:02 left for Memphis,
but Joey Dorsey grabbed the rebound
and scored on a putback to make it 61-58.
With 22 seconds left, Hunt made the
second of his free throws for a 62-58
.lead.
Douglas-Roberts was fouled in the
backcourt and missed two free throws
with 13.6 seconds left. .
Ike Ofoegbu's 3-point attempt at the
buzzer came up short for SMU, which
hasn't beaten a ranked team at home
since 1993.

Tulane 76, UAB 74
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
Matt
Wheaton hit a 3-pointer from deep in the
right corner with 10.7 seconds left to give
Tulane a 76-74 victory over UAB on Saturday.
.
Chris Moore scored 20 points and
David Gomez had 14 to lead Tulane (1612 overall, 9-7 c~usA).
Andrew Garcia added 10 ·points for
the Green Wave.
Lawrence Kinnard scored 18 points
and Frank Holmes had 15 for UAB (15-15
overall, 7-9 C-USA).
UAB chipped away and took a 74-73
lead when Delaney fed Holmes for a
layup with 1:59 left.
The Blazers held that lead into the
final minute.
But Wheaton stole an errant UAB
pass with 25 seconds left to set ·up his
game-winning shot.

Tulsa 73, Rice 65
HOUSTON - Ben Uzoh scored 14
points and Tulsa survived not hitting a
field goal in the final seven minutes to
beat Rice 73-65 Saturday.
Brett McDade added 13 'for Tnlsa (1910 overall, 9-7 C-USA), which had a 23point lead whittled to 66-63 with 37 seconds left on Rodney Foster's 3-pointer.
But despite not making a field goal in
the final 7:17, Tulsa made seven of eight

PEPPERS ON A13
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Baseball goes 1-1 over first two days against Monmouth
BRIAN MURPHY & ZACH MOORE
StaffWriters

The UCF Baseball ~earn (6-8)
locked up its first Saturday victory
of the season with a wild 11-10 win
over Monmouth (1-1).
It was not an enjoyable game for
any b~eball purist, but according
to UCF coach Jay Bergman, it was
not as ugly as UCF's 7-4 loss on Friday.
''That was, in my estimation, the
worst game we've ever played,"
Bergman said
.
The Golden Knights blew a
three-run lead, left 10 men on base
and did not record a hit past the
fifth inning Friday night .
The Knights threatened to take
over the game early, but could not
drive a man home with the bases
loaded in the first and second
innings.

"That was the ball game,"
Bergman said ·~ we had to do
step up and get a hit, and the

was

ball game would have been over.
Extremely dissatisfying. I can't
begin to tell you how disappointed
I am in our approach to the·game
tonight."
·
The Hawks held a 1-0 lead into
the bottom of the fifth where the
Knights scored four runs that never
should have been.
Junior right. fielder · Ryan
Richardson came to the plate with
two out and UCF in its most dreadful situation: bases loaded
Richardson liit a grounder to
junior shortstop Kyle Higgins. Higgins bobbled the ball and then
made a low throw that skidded past
first base and- rolled into left field
foul territory.
Higgins' .two errors allowed
sophomore left fielder · Chadd
Hartman and sophomore catcher
Brandon Romans to score.
· The ball found Higgins again
when sophomore shortstop Eric
Kallstrom hit the next pitch into a
hole on the left side of the infield

BRIAN FEIG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Eric English throws a pitch in the Knights' 11· 10win over the Monmouth Hawks on
Saturday. English went 4.2 innings allowing three runs off five hits while striking out six batters.

Higgills attempted to force
Richardson out at second, but his
throw pulled sophomore second
baseman Chris Collazo off the bag,
allowing another Knight to score.

Freshman third baseman Chris
Duffy followed with a single to t'.enter that drove Richardson home
and capped an inning where the
Knights scored four unearned runs.

Sophomore Mitch Houck
pitched well through five innings,
allowing one run on four hits. He
ran into a heap of trouble in the
sixth where the Hawks pieced
together five runs on five hits to
gain a 6-4 advantage.
Houck, who was unable to make
it out of the inning, admitted that he
got a little tired and frustrated during the inning.
''In.that last inning:' Houck said,
''they started hitting the ball a little
bit. I got a little rattled and came
out. Unfortunately, we couldn't
come back."
The Knights displayed little
urgency to come back as the game
continued. Only two Knights
reached base in · the final four
innings.

"We did nothing," Bergman
said ''We showed no energy at all.
''You're playing a team, basically,
that you should beat. And we didn't
PLEASE SEE
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l<nights
lose first game in C-USA Championship
.
.

NATHAN CURTIS
StaffWriter

The Golden Knights' season is done after a 79-58 loss to
SMU in the 2007 Conference
USA · Women's Basketball
Championship.
UCF, the 11th seed, was playing against the sixth-seeded
Mustangs in the final game of
the first round of the tournament.
The Knights actually held a
3()-26 lead at halftime but were
upable to hold it in the second

half. SMU came out of the
locker room and went on a 208 tear to give the Mustangs a
big lead in the first six minutes
of the second half.
The Mustangs' offensive
fury in the second half was led
by two players.
SMU forward Janielle
Dodds had a game-high. 24
points and her teammate,
guard Kat}r Cobb, added another 19 for the Mustangs.
SMU shot 62.5 percent from
the field in the second half,
almost double of what they

shot in the first half.
UCF lost the game, but two
seniors made sure that they
went out with some noise.
·
In what weuld be the last
game of their collegiate
careers, Keunta Miles and
Francine Houston put an exclamation mark on their finale.
Miles was one point away
from her sixth career doubledouble with nine points 11
rebounds.
'
Earlier in the week, Miles
learned t):iat she was the lone
Knight to be named to the

Collference USA Women's also held. She finished with 23
Basketball
All-Academic points against the Mustangs to
Team.
lead the Knights.
Earlier this season, Houston
She also finished the season
as the team's leading rebound- broke the record of 3-pointers
ing and second highest scorer. made in a single game with
Houston wore number 14 · eight. In fact, she did it twice.
for the Knights this season, but
Houston leaves UCF as the
her favorite number seems to all-time leader with 3-pointers
be three. Houston finished made in a career with 213.
with 23 pomts against the MusBoth Houston and senior
tangs to lead the Knights.
Celeste Hudson are members
She also finished with five of the 1,000-point club and will
3-pointers to give her 82 on the be missed at UCF.
season, topping the former
SMU's run in the tqurnaUCF record of 78, which she .m ent didn't last very much

longer than UCF's.
The Mustangs were met by
the ECU Lady Pirates in the
next round and were defeated
76-62.
Rice
beat
top-seeded
Tulane and ECU defeated
UAB, so it will be the Owls and
the Lady Pirates in the championship game.
With six seniors leaving the
Knights this year, the team will
look to have another successful
recruiting campaign much like
the one they had over the previous offseason.

•

•
•
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Tennis streak extends
with win over FAMU

Duffy's 4 hits lead Knights to win

'

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Tennis team
went 2-0 Thursday and Friday; defeati.I}g Eastern Michigan 5-2 and Florida
A'&M 6-1. After a 4-0 start to the season,
the Knights have won their last three
matches, improving their record to 3-4
oh the season.
, UCF earned the first two doubles
ppints with victories at both the No. 1
and No. 2 spots. Anna Yakimchenkova
and Elvira Serrot.earned the .first doubles point for the Knights with an 8-5
victory over Vanessa Frankowski and
Yana Parfenyuk while Kenza Belbacha
BRIAN FEIG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and Kyla McNicol defeated Catherina Dione Thomas attempts a jump in Saturday's UCF
Bestehorn and Aditi Krishnan 8-2.
Invitational. Thomas took top honors in the long jump.
In singles competition, Belbacha,
McNicol, Megan Hunter and Becky omore Dione Thomas and freshman
Gordon each earned victories against Ricki Sullivan earned the top two fin. ishes. Thomas took first with a leap ofl8
EMU.
In Friday's match against FAMU, the feet, eight inches, while Sullivan jumped
Knights kicked things offtaking all three a personal best of 18 feet, five-and-half
·
spets in doubles competition. Serrot inches.
and Yakimchenkova, Belbacha and
The Knights also placed well in the
McNicol, and Carati and Gordon each throwing events. Junior Virginia
earned victories against the Rattlers.
Traynor took first in the shot put, secIn singles competition, the Knights ond in the discus and third in the hamalso took five of six singles matches.
mer throw.
UCF returned to competition on
Freshman·LaKendra Thames took
Sunday but results were not available by first in the discus and fourth in the hampress time.
mer throw, while fellow freshman Jessica Francis took third in the discus.
Women~ Track
The Knights return to com~tition
The UCF Women's Track team Friday at the USF Invitational
kicked off its indoor season this weekend as they hosted the UCF Invitation- Men's Tennis
al
The UCF Men's Tennis earned its
The Knights earned eight top finish- ' fifth straight victory on Sunday defeates on the day.
ing Florida-A &M 4-3 at the UCF Tennis
Senior Latoya Green broke the Complex.
school record in the 100-meter dash
In doubles competition, the Knights'
with a time of11.94.
Brock Sakey and Norman Alcantara
Freshman Stephanie Knapp earned defeated Simbarashe Happy and
the top spot in the 400-meter dash with Artiom Podgainii 8-5 at the No. spot
a personal best time of 57.51.
while Johan Beigart and Sinan Sudas
In long-distance running, junior Eliz- defeated Clifford Malivert and William
abeth Miller ran the 2,000-meter stee- Mau-asam 8-2 at the No. 2 spot.
plechase in a time of 7:24.26, which is
In singles play; each team won three
good enough for second all-time at matches, but the Knights secured the
UCR
victory when UCFs Tarek Ben Soltane
Sophomore Kelly McNeill and junior defeated FAMU's Malivert 2~, 6-3, 6-1 at
Kristen Zieminski each competed in the the No. 2 spot
1,500-meter earning 4:5421 and 5:01.68
Also earning singles victories were
respectively. _
Beigart and Sakey.
In the 3,000-meter competition,
UCF returns to the court Wednesday
sophomore Jamie Rzepecki took top when they host UNC-Greensboro at the
honors with a time ofl0:35.42.
UCF Tennis Complex.
In the long jump competition, sophMatch time is set for 2 p.m.
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beat them; they beat us. They beat us
bad. They out-pitched us, they out-hit
us, and they still made more errors than
we did. Ifthey didn't make some errors,
there would have been a lot more separation."
UCF brought the tying run to the
plate in the bottom of the nirith, but
Romans grounded into a double play to
seal defeat.
"I just wonder when this team is
going to realize who they are,''
Bergman said "Maybe that's what they
are, and ifthat's what J:b.ey are, it's going
to be a long season for us."
After a rough start to the series the
Knights hoped to change their game
around a complete 180 degrees on Saturday. .
While the Knights were able to
squeak away with a walk-off walk, the
win was as ugly a victory as the cold,
wet and dreary weather throughout the
afternoon.
The Hawks provided the Knights
with four errors that led to seven
unearned runs, yet the Knights continually allowed the Hawks back into the
game by committing six errors themselves and surrendering five unearned
runs.
"They kept feeding off our mistakes," Bergman said. ''Every time we
made a mistake that would just breathe
energy into them."
Bergman refused to place blame on
.

'

the weather for his team's poor fielding.
He instead looked toward himsel£
"Its bad coaching on my part,"
Bergman said "I take responsibility for
everything."
\.
Thilling by two in the bottom of the
fourth, Duffy led off the inning by hitting a single to right followed- by
Dwayne Bailey hitting another single to
right. giving the Knights men on first
and second with only one out
Kallstrom then hit a routine
grounder to third basemen Mike
Casale, who skipped the ball in front of
the first basemen, which allowed Duffy
to score and advance the runners to
second and third.
After a fly out by Tyson Auer, Hartman ripped a single down the right
field line bring home Bailey and Kallstrom to give the Knights a 3-2 lead.
The inning continued after Kiko
Vazquez was hit by a pitch and Romans
singled up the middle scoring Hartman
and pushing the lead to 4-2.
After starting pitcher Brad Brach hit
another batter, Tim Russell, Duffy
stepped back to the plate for the second
time in the inning a ripped a shot offthe
right field wall to score Vazquez and
Romans, giving the Knights a six-run
inning.
Thankfully for the Knights their
bats came alive and capitalized on the
mistakes by the Hawks. Duffy in particular had his strongest game of the season, finishing the g~e 4-for-6 with
five RBis.

•

"I'm hitting the ball hard and seeing
the ball really good," Duffy said.
· After pitching into a jam in the bottom ofthe fifth and balking home a run,
UCF starter.Eric English was pulled for
Derek Abriola Abriola walked the first
batter, Casale, but then was able to
strike out John Dennis on a full count
with the bases loaded.
After trading three runs each in the
top and bottom of the seventh inning,
Bergman·put in Kyle Sweat to try and
put away the Hawks, but the defense
behind him put the game in flux again.
In the eighth inning, the Knights
turned two simple plays into errors,
loading the bases for Sweat which led
to a four-run inning and a tie game.
Down one out in the ninth, Shane
Brown hit a routine ground ball to second basemen Collazo, who allowed the
ball to go straight through his legs
allowing Brown to reach first. Ryan
RichardSon, in his first at bat of the ·
game, then hit a single into right moving Brown over to third
Pitcher Justin Esposito then walked
Bailey to load the bases with one out
Kallstrom came to the plate and
Esposito was unable to find the strike
zone, walking home the winning run
on four pitches.
·
While the Knights were able to
secure an ugly victory; this team has a
considerable amount of work ahead of
it
"There are p.o quick fixes for this
team." Bergman said.

•

•
•

•
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UH clinches 3rd place with win over UTEP
FROM

All

free throws after Foster's basket to
preserve its third straight victory.
Morris Almond scored 29 points
for Rice (14-15 overall, 8-8 C-USA)
and moved into fourth place on the
Owls' all-time leading scorer list.
Tulsa and Rice now advance to
the Conference USA tournament
which begins Wednesday in Memphis, Tenn. ·

Southern Miss 83, Marshall 73
HATTIESBURG, Miss. - Jeremy
Wise scored 18 points to lead Southern Mississippi to an 83-73 victory
over Marshall on Saturday and coach
Larry Eustachy picked up his 300th
win.
Southern Miss (19-10 overall, 9-7

C-USA) rallied after trailing 34-28 at
the half.
The Golden E~Jes pufrebounded
Marshall 46-32. ·
Courtney Beasley scored 17
points for the Eagles, Gjio Bain and
Craig Craft each added 14 and
Sai'Qµon Stone chipped in 11.
Marshall (12-18 overall, 7-9 CUSA) shot 45 percent from the floor
and Southern Miss hit 44 percent of
its shots.
Mark Doris led Marshall with 23
points, Chris Ross put 16 on the
board and Markel Humphrey scored
15.

Houston 74, UTEP 67
'HOUSTON :::._ Robert McKiver
and Marcus Malone each scored 19
points, and Houston clinched the

third seed in the C-USA tournament
with a 74-67 win over UTEP on SaturdaY,: J;}ight.
.
' ~
Mafone ancf M Kiver combined .
to make eight 3-pointers for Houston
(16-4 overall, 10-6 C-USA), which
won its seventh straight at home and
avenged a road loss to the Miners ·
earlier this season.
· Stefon Jackson led UTEP (15-15
overall, 6-9 C-USA) with 25 points
and Victor . Ramalho had 10
rebounds.
Jackson was 10-for-14 from the
floor, but his teammates combined to
shoot just 27 percent from the field.
The Miners, who are 2-9 in tl).eir 11
games, will be the No. 10 seed in the
conference tournament.

.•.
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Sick? Hurt?

We're open every c!ay.

Injuries and illnesses tan happen anytime, requiring a
doctor's care right away. Solantic is open every day of the
year, providing prompt, professional and friendly m·edical
attention.

...

• Treat_m ent for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
/

Come see us for the care you need to feel better ndw.

.L1
.
\,r,J
\,_ 1 walk-in urgent care

solantic
Great care. Fast ·and fair.

•
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Softball sweeps EMU,
goes 2-1 in Altamonte
MELiSSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

GOLDEN KNIGHTS

cJ~.~·~~~

Not even two weeks ago,
UCF Softball head coach Renee
Position:
Luers-Gillispie ~tressed the
Shortstop
need for consistency in her
Vs.EMU:
team.
Lamb had five hits
The
Golden
Knights,
and
4 RBis in the ·
despite h~ving a winning
Knights' wins over
record, found themselves com~-=-__Lil.- Eastern Michigan.
mitting errors, leaving runners
on base and ultimately losing the fourth with a home run, but
games .t hey shouldn't have UCF was quick to respond with
been losing.
another run in the bottom half
.After going 3-1 Thursday of the fourtli
and Friday, the Knights' proved
Morgan Ballard brought
that they are working out many home Ashley Van Ryn on an
·of the kinks that plagued them infield grounder after a one-out
to start the season.
triple by Van Ryn, securing a 4After sweeping .Eastern . 2 victory for UCF.
Michigan on Thursday 4-2 and
Ashleigh Cole got the win
7-4, the Knights split their first for the Knights after coming in
two games of the Altamonte for'relief of Lexi Gresham. Cole
Springs tournament, beating pitched 3.2 innings without
Jacksonville State 5-0 and allowing a hit.
.
falling to Vrrginia Tec4 2-L
.
In game two, EMU jumped
UCF ended its 11-game on UCF early, scoring two runs
home stand with two wins in the first inning.
against Eastem'Michigan.
· UCF answered right back,
The Knights jumped to an posting three runs in the first
early 2-0 lead in the first inning two innings.
of game one.
Up 5-4 in the fourth inning,
After Kacie Feaster led off lJCF's Amber Lamb hit a twothe inning with a double, Cici out RBI single to put the
Alvarez would move her to Knights up by two. Lamb did it
third on a sacrifice bunt. With again in the sixth inning, giving
one out and Feaster on third, UCF another security run than
Amber Lamb sent a double up earned the Knights the 7-4 win.
the middle to score Feaster.
After a sweep of EMU, the
Breanne Javier hit a two-out Knights headed into the Altasingle up the middle to score mon~e Springs tournam~nt to
Lamb from second. ·.
face Jacksonville State and VirBoth UCF and EMU scored ginia Tech on day one.·
in their halves of the third
.After being held scoreless
inning giving UCF a 3-1 lead.
for the first five innings of game
The Eagles scored again in · one on Friday, the Knights'

Hillary Barrow hit a two-out,
two-run single through the
infield to give UCF the lead.
The Knights would strike
again the seventh with three
RBis between Lamb and Javier,
putting the Knights up 5-0 and
securing a UCF win.
Kime would get the win for
the Knights improving her
record to 7-5 on the year.
The Knights would end
their three-game win streak in
game two Friday against Virginia Tech.
A lead-off walk by UCF led
to a Hokie run and 1-0 lead in
· the first inning.
,
The Knights answered back
in the third with a run after
Alvarez scored from third on.a
pass ball by Vrrginia Tech.
The Hokies scored .t heir last
run of the game in th; sixth
inning off two singles and a
UCF error, giving Vrrginia Tech
the 2-1 victory.
Cole was tagged with the
loss for the Knights, dropping
her record to 5-4 on the season.
Day two . action for the
Knights was scheduled for Saturday against Villanova, but
due to inclement weather the
game was cancelled.
The Knights ended the last
day at the Altamonte Springs
Tournament with two wins
over Holy Cross 9-0 and South
Alabama 3-2.
.T he Knights will return to
action on March 10-11 as they
head to Greenville N.C. for a
three game series against East
Carolina The series marks the
beginning of conference play
forUCF.

ChiFOPractic ,
Are You Ready to Accepf the Challenge?
The Logan Doctor of Chiropractic program includes extensive
study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques, business training and ·
extensive clinical rotations.
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-Peppers' 25 points leads UCF
All

baseline and he drained a 13- and double the size of the peofooter that put the finishing · · ple that are coming to games.
That's a foundation for us to
ence to dominate ECU's under- touches on the victory.
"Tonight, it was Gill ... ev:ery build on, for sure."
.sized, freshmen-laden post
bit of him," said Peppers, who
The evening.ended with the
players.
Billings SCQred seven points . · arrived at UCF the same year as crowd chanting "Thank you,
seniors" as well as ''Pleas~ sign
over the next three minutes and Gill
"His smile, the way he came Kirk."
helped stretch the lead to 69-52
out with his energy. He did
Speraw has spent 14 seasons
with 3:23 remaining.
Billings, who had scored everything he could tonight. On as the coach of UCF and is in
on}y 21 points in the last .22 that shot, he exploded. He'd the last year of his contract.
"I don't know exactly what is
games, finished the game with been waiting to exi>lode for this
seven points 11 minutes and whole entire year .... I am so going on with his situation, but
received a standing ovation happy for him that he got a my prayers go out to1rim," Pepfrom the crowd as he checked chance to explode like that pers said.
"He's been there and made
out with three minutes remain- tonight on his final day."
The attendance was the sev- this program a Winning proing.
"I would talk to [Billings] enth-largest crowd in program gram, so some things need to be
and say, 'they're younger, they . history. A school record 43,296 taken under consideration in
don't really know college level fans have attended UCF home his behal£"
When Speraw was asked
and actually how it goes,"' contests this year.
"Everybody in the crowd how he felt about the vocal supPayne said "Me and him being
(junior college) transfers have getting loud and getting us · port from the fans, he deflected
excited, getting us pumped ... I the attention away from himself
an advantage over them. "Me and him both know just . needed that,'.' Payne said. "I saying, "I think they are cheergo right to the basket and really enjoyed that and it is ing for the kids, and what
.they've done and what they've _
power it up ther.e; they can't something I'll never forget."
Saturday was the last men's been able to accomplish this
stop us:•
Now with the game finally basketball game at the UCF year."
The Knights will now focus
in hand, it was time to have Arena, which opened in 1991.
The Knights concluded their on succeeding in the Confersome~
Gill has been with UCF tenure at The Arena with an all- ence USA Tournament, which
since the 2003-2004 season and time record of 143-81. They begins on Wednesday in Memphis, Tenn.
was a fixture in the UCF lineup were 15-1 at home this season.
Starting next. season, the
UCF, the No. 2 seed in the
in the past.
This year, it was unknown Knights will play their home tournament, has a bye in the
how much he would play, if at games in the 10,500-seat Con- first round They will face the
all, due tp injury. But Gill vocation Center, which is being winner of No. 7 Rice versus No.
received his first start of the built right in front of The 10 UTEP in tb,e tournament
_
quarterfinals Thursday.
year on Saturday, playing a sea- Arena.
When Speraw was asked
l'his year, the Knights were
son-high 15 minutes.
Gill missed badly on an early what his emotions on the final 2-0 against Rice (14-15 overall, 83-point attempt and as the game game in the Arena, he said he is 8 C-USA) and won their only
wound down, the fans began just looking forward to getting matchup against UTEP (14-16
overall, 6-10 in C-USA).
chanting his Iiam~. in hopes into the new building.
Tip-off is scheduled for 1
"I am excited about the enerthat he would score a basket.
'With under a minute to play, gy in this.building that has been p.m. The game will be televised
created here in the past month live nationally on CSTV and
the moment arrived
Junlor guard tvfike O'Don- or so," he &fd. "Hopefully that broadcast on qdio on WQTM
~ell found Gill along the left carries over to the new building 740-AM.
FROM
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Logan students receive all this and more!

Specialties Within Chiropractic:

/l

• Sports Rehab
• Pediatrics
+ Geriatrics
• Radiology
• Acupuncture

t'

• General Practice

+ Neurology

• Orthopedics
• Research
+ Personal lnju.r y

Contact Logan University at www.logan.edu for
an info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

Head coach Kirk Speraw jumps into the crowd of UCF fans in celebration of the Knights' 77-64 win over the East Carolina Pirates Saturday.
Saturday's contest marked the end of the regular season and the last game to ever be played in the UCF Arena.
·
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Any doubt about UCF administrators'
program was specifically designed to make
stance on the proposed Academic
sure that the eXtra $500 was coming straight
Enhancement Program was cleared up last
from your pocket As mentioned before, it
week, with President Hitt saying that he
won't be covered by Brj.ght Futures, a prowould support it here if it worked at the
gram that enables thousands of students to
University of Florida
attend college when they couldn't have
The program has been a controversial
afforded it otherwise. I know I would have
issue lately, but for any student who hasn't
struggled had it riot been for my Bright
• heard of it, here's the gist UF has decided
Futures scholarship, though I probably
that it wants to tack on an extra $500 to
would have been able to get by.
' tuition each semester. But this isn't just a
Unfortunately,· many other students
TROY HILLIER
tuition increase of more than 30 percent,
wouldn't be able to come up with that extra
Editor in Chief
Bright Futures or Florida Prepaid won't
· $500. I hope that when Hitt and his col' cover the fee, it will come directly from students' leagues decided to endorse this plan, they realized
pockets.
that they would be' taking away thousands of FloridiThere has been a lot of student opposition here, ans' opportunity to get a college degree.
and I must give credit to Eric Eingold and Austin
Finally, let me say something to the students who
Smith for being at the forefront of opposition. It does- don't think that I should criticize the administration
n't take close inspection to realize that there are some publicly.
1
serious problems with this plan.
It's not disrespectful to ask questions and raise
,
First of ,all, there's the name. I hate euphemisms, doubts. It would be more troubling than even the Aca, " and I haven't seen many worse than this. If you are demic Enhancement Program if a student here wei:e
'- going to screw your students out of$500, try not to do to complete four years of classes and believe that askit with a gtln, telling them that it is an ·~cademic . ing questions is inappropriate.
, Enhancement Program." But maybe I'm taking it the
I'm not someone who seeks to find fault with the
• wrong way, maybe we should continue this trend. administration when they have done nothing wrong,
Think about it, no more tuition. Instead, we'd just be and I'm not someone who think$ that they have it out
making ''University Betterment Donations:'
for us students. Indeed, I have been satisfied with
For any sChool to institute this fee, a bill must pass most of the decisions that they have made during my
in the state legislature, and many don't think it will So time at UCF, and I'm very happy to have had the
if nothing happens, none of us have any reason to be chance to attend this university.
upset, right? But even if this particular plan is not
But when they make these kinds ofdecisions, those
implemented, the intentions ofthe administration are that make me question if they have the best interests
what should concern students most
of the students in mind, it is the responsibility of each
Something that must not be overlooked is that this and every student to question them.

2096 01= UC~'~ ~TUDEtJT
&ODY IS STIL..L.. L..IKE
TWICE TI.IE POPULATION
01= DELAWARE.

l-IUl-I.

ACCORDING TO
OtJL..Y 2096
01= TI.IE ~TUDEtJT
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LA~T ·WEEK.
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I 5WEAR. I W15&.4
UCI= WOUL.D 5TOP
ACCEPTING
EVERYONE W&.40
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Promises must be
kept by Hollinger·
S

o, Brandie Hollinger and
Logan Berkowitz have won
that election thing that
engulfed campus for the past two
weeks. If you see them, congratulate them, because obviously all ·
that campaigning (coughfreefoodcough) paid oft:
But we imagine most of the
student body, especially those
experiencing their first SGA Pres• idential election, are left wondering "now what?''
Don't worry, that sentiment is
not surprising. The presidency
you are most familiar with - the
one that is elected every four
y~ - has absolutely nothing in
common with the SGA President
· So here is a little primer en what
you can do to make sure
. • Hollinger is doing what she said
· shewould.
First, realize that even if she
• doesn't fullow through on all of
her campaign promises, you
• won't have a chance to make a ·
difference next year by voting her

: w

out because she is a senior.
Nonetheless, she is making ·
$18,000 over the next year to
serve you, so here are some key
issues from her Web site (which,
as of the night after election, was
Iiot updated with the results) that
you can keep track 0£
This is the first of a two-part
series, and we will have more on
Wednesday.
1. ''Foster a Safe Tailgating
environment for all:' - With the
announcement of the Sept 15
opening of the on-campus football stadium being broadcast on
ESPN, the stakes are pretty high
here. IfESPN brings the popular
College Gameday show to campus, this promise will be tough to
keep. It also could set a precedent
for pregame activities on campus
that cater to alumni. who pay for
tickets, rather than students.
2. ''Help SARC expand its
resources to better facilitate student use:' -The Web site states
that she will look to secure funds

for expansion. However, there is
no tangible measure or plan to get
that done as of right now. Ifthis
plan does come to fruition, make
sure it is not at the expense of '
something important in the SGA
budget
3. "Oppose the additional $500a-semester fee:' - Also known as
the Academic Enhancement Program. We fmd it hard to believe
that a program that has gained a
foothold at other universities in
the state will be held up by student government However, there
are very few students who favor
having to pay more every semester, even if it did benefit UCF in
.the long run. We believe this fee
will happen, so if it does, make
sure Hollinger has done everything in her power to oppose and
stop it.
Check back on Wednesday for
the rest pf the breakdown and
how you can create your own system of checks and balances for·
the new SGA leadership.

(
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READER ViEWS
think about how it makes the university as a
"Greek Ghetto" article casts
whole appear to those in neighboring communities. Thank you for your time.
university in bad light

ft.f .I

n our Feb. 21 issue, we wrote ria seeped and infected 'his brain. House. .
an editorial titled "Paying for a 1\vo brain surgeries couldn't save
Injured soldiers are required to
broken system with our lives:' his life. He is one of the 18,000 maintain guard duty in the foyer of
which was about how the U.S. people a year who die because of a the building, but a broken garage .
health care system is woefully dis- lack of adequate insurance, but we door provides unimpeded access
eased. It began by repeating the shouldn't look at Deamonte as a from the rear. There are days
aphorism ''They say there are only mere statistic. ·
when the heat or the air conditwo certainties in life - d~th and
What's most salient is that in , tioning doesn't work, when soltaxes."
the richest country in the world, a diers have to subsist on cheap
. This past week, one young boy literally died of a toothache.
take-out food because there's no
·Washington, D.C. resident faced
Deamonte's death has been transportation to the dining hall
this reality by paying the ultimate overshadowed in the nation's cap- and have to navigate traffic on a
price far too early, dying because ital by another health care-related busy road while on crutches just to
his mother couldn't afford an $80 catastrophe. 1\vo weeks ago, the make their doctor's appointment .
tooth extraction.
Post published the first of a multiAs our earlier 'editorial noted,
According to the Washington part expose on the conditions of we're paying more and getting far
Post, 12-year-old Deamonte Driver building 18 in the Walter Reed ~ less overall. There is so much
died because of a bacteria infec- Army Medical Center, detailing waste in our system, borne of a
tion in his brain, the result of his the squalid living quarters that slavish misbelief tllat a private
mother lacking adequate health wounded soldiers returning from health care system can address all
insurance, which, through a rou- · Iraq are forced to endw;e.
needs to gross bureaucratic mistine procedure, would have saved
For those unfamili.ai with the management at the national level'
his life.
story, the building is a cesspool of
We can't go on like this, our
His mother had lost her Medic- neglect, infested "mouse drop- lives are far more valuable than
aid coverage and she had been pings:' ''black mold" and "belly-up · doctrinaire opposition to comfocused on finding Deamonte's cockroaches," with soldiers recu- mon-sense solutions. Ifindeed we
brother a dentist because ofhis six perating' from horrific injuries on are the richest country in the
rotten teeth. Deamonte's tooth "qheap mattresses:' all five miles worlQ, what does it say that we
had an abscess from which bacte- up the road' from the White can't'kake care of our own boys?

<l

WATSON DUNHAM Ill

I am currently a senior here at UCF and I
SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
also work as a Peer Advisor in the Student
Affairs Office in the College of Education
Complex. Often, I am asked why I picked UCF
to continue my education?
With a smi}.e, I reply each time that it is an
experience that has helped me grow but also
This letter in response to tj.ie reader's view
an opportunity to challenge myself and sur- "UCF fan's behavior...." by Angelica Ago. First
round myself with great thinkers.
off, as a Korean-American and as a spectator at
However, there have l;>een many events the baseball matchup between UCF and the
that have occurred on this campus that have Hyundai Unicorns, I would like to say that I
mad~ me question the thoughts of ~versity did npt see any form of racism or crossing the
officials, students and faculty when it comes . line done by the Rowdy Knights during the
to the true . meai;ing. of diversity ~d the game.
schoo.ls relatio~hip with ~e commuruty.
Secondly, I question if you, Angelica, have
Bemg. an ~can Amencan stu~~i:t, I am even .been to multiple sports events at UCF.
very proud to 0e a part of the activit~e~ that It's bad enough that we have a great athletics
have reacJ:ied out not only to ~<;>mmurutles on program but such few fans who attend events.
the east side but the commurutles on the west But then to have uneducated ones is even
side as well. I.am proud that the univ~rsity has more upsetting.
taken some trme to celebrate the vano1;15_ ~ulIf you have ever been to a basketball or
tures on campus through numerous activities. football game, you must have seen the gorillas,
However, I am also very as~ed when I banana-man, or various other costumed char. open n.~wspapers ;rod see m ~t le~ers the acters taunting the opposing team.
words ~fIE!I'O FABULOUS.
~es
Those students have a passion and love for
me question JU~t ~ow far as a uruversity yve . their schooL Have you never heard.the entire'
have come. This is very much stereotyp~g basketball arena scream: "YOU SUCK!" or
students who may have been brought up m heard heckles from a student section about a
these areas that we consider the "ghetto."
Marshall players in-breeding with their
To joke abo~t it is insensitive, ~ulting, and cousins?
upon other things expresses the wrpng mes:
If we could have a hundred or so more
sage ~t its ok How c~ you joke or exi:re~s Rowdy Knights (minus the drunk ones who
s<;>mething so ster~otypical that you as an mdi- are screaming during free-throws and when
vi~ual..hav~. not lived or ;xpenenced. ~orget we';re on offense), UCF would finally be able ·
~emg politically corre~, what ~bout msult- to get that sort of atmosphere that unive;rsity
~g a culture by companng two things that are 'officials so longingly wants to achieve.
m no way comparable? As far back as _I c~
"Fans" like Angelica just don't get it. Let the
. remember, no or_ie has ever WID?-ted ~o live m gorillas go ape. Let the banana-man dance. I
ghett_o. By. thro~g the te~ arott?d m such a wish we'd all go Coocoo for Kiko-Puffs and
way its a Joke lS extremely msultmg and fur- catch a ride on the Zonder-Van.
ther shows the ignorance of these students as
·
well as the editor of that particular stori
NATHAN POEKERT
In the near future I would like those who
~LASS OF 2006
view these stories before printing them to

Fans' behavior was ·nothing
new, and that's perfectly fine
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Failing to take
care of out boys ·
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·What are you going to do
during Spring Break?'
- COMPILED BY ANDY JACOBSOHN
t·

(,

Seth Green

Michael Sutkowy

Phoebe Martin

FINANCE, FRESHMAN

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, FRESHMAN

BIOLOGY, FRESHMAN

"Spending some time with the family ·
and heading down to Key West."

"I may be going to North Carolina to
see my girlfriend."

"I'm going home to Miami, I'm going
to hang out with my friends, and I'm
probably having surgery on my knee."

(

.

Brian Hobson

Allison Prodgers

Christian Gonzalez

l:llSTORY, SENIOR

•ART HISTORY, FRESHMAN

PSYCHOLOGY, FRESHMAN

"Just going to work on a research
paper and ~t some sleep."

. "I'm spending a lot of time with my
nana."

"I'm going to Canada."

1
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

.

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Ch~ck

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407'44f-4556 ·
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

•
~

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 ·• www.KriightNevvspapers.com/classifieds

•

r
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The following year round and seasonal
part-time positions are available:
lifeguard*, Head Lifeguard*, Water Safety1
Instructors*, &Sailing Instructors
•Must be Amerkan Red Cross Certified

Servers, Pool Side Servers, Bussers,
Bartenders & Experienced Line Cooks ·

••

Contact: Koren-koren@wprc.net or(407) 644-1116

Flexible scheduling· Great pay· Part-time benefits
•.-;'i \'.R 1'1

='·

"'~-

The Winter Park Racquet Club

,~C ROW N E PLA ZA"

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED

The Cro-wne Plaza Universal is seeking J1ighly motivated individuals with
ag~ressive hospitality skills to join our Team! lftliat descrii'>tion sounds
like you then please feel free to apply for one of the opportunities listed below.
We are currently accepting applications for the following positions:
F& B Outlets Supvr.
Front Desk.Agent
Housekeepers

PM Restaurant Server (PT)
Room Serv. Server (PT)

•

Bm1ender (PT)
Banquets Set-up (PT)
As~'t. Outlet's Manager

•

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnetatt.net

IT Assistant/Network Administrator
computer science degree path
20-40 hours/week $11/hour. Email
resume aking@consolidatedlabel.com

Crowoe Plaza Universal
7800 Universal Blvd.
Orlando,

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Babysitter needed for 8 year old girl.
Pay negotiable based on experience.
407-542-6419 or pbohrer@cfl.rr.com

Host\ Hostess

•

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happenl
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

/

•
•

Advertising salesperson for new
technology company. Base salary
+commissions. Must be organized,
independent and have ability to meet
and communicate w/ cilents. Resume
to ksmlth@gozoommedia.com

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mtns, of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&O, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.plneforestcamp.com

Afamily oriented athletic &social dub
2111 Via Tuscany Winter Park, Fl

. •

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies, Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-701.-1245

Contact: Mott-mattC..VWprc.netor(311) 181-9573

l

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

FL 32819

(Corner ofSandlak.e Rd & Universal Blvd)
Job Line: 407-781-2113
Apply in person or Email: hwn.?..m'.~~.P:qr~>i.4~n~.nm~n1.@q:>PJ]?ng9.&\1m

EOE!MIFiDN!SO

.

CLASSIFICATIONS
~
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 ·HelpWanted:Part-lime C
1SO Help Wanted: Full-Time C
US Business Opportunities B
200 For Rent Homes
·
B
225 For Rent Apartments
B
250 Roommates
A
275 Sublease
A
300 For Sale: Homes
B

,

Rm
325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSate: General
375 ForSale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 .Traver

A
A

B
A

B
B

800 Miscellaneous

B

900 Wanted

B

SUMMER JOBS: Recreation Camp
Counselors/Supervisors for summer
recreation program 6/11 /07-8/03/07 for
children ages 5-15. WSl/Lifeguard and
Maintenance Aides (5/07-9/07). Exp.
desirable, Apply at City of Plantation
(west of Ft. Lauderdale) 400 NW 73 Ave
Plantation, FL 33317. Attn: Human
Resources or e-mail :
• jtanghow@plantation.org
Human Resources Recruiter
Regal Boats is seeking a Prr assistant to
recruit tor boat building positions and
support other HR functions. Excellent
opportunity to explore this career with
potential to become FfT. Must have
excellent communication skills and be
strong team player. Email resume to
jspindler@regalboats.com. Visit
www.regalboats.com tor more into.
Nanny needed .for 3 year old child
Live-in or live-out. FfT for summer, PfT
possible tor fall. Mon-Fri. Salary
negotiable. Background check/drug test
References -required. Call tor details
407-484-5119

BmA ' .!!.ml
First issue:
Each addl issue:

$6
$4 ·

.!l.Mtl
$}8

$9
$6

$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ottering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, tnultiple publication
1Jlacement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view .classified ads online 24 hours a day

6 students needed to work selling Crazy
Scrubs medical apparel at a national
nurses convention at t,he Orange County
Convention Center March· 11 , 13-15.
$1 O/hr. Call Scott or Sandi at
1-888-978-0063,

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June S and
leaves Wednesday, August 15.

Classified Sales Rep
needed for the
Central Florida Future.
Great for Ad/Pr or Marketing majors!
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr.
'
·plus monthly bonus.
E-mail resume to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com

Call

407~295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Egg Donors Needed Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation.
For healthy, fit, N/S F between 21-29 yrs.
Visit: www.openarmsconsultants.com or
Call 941-744c4994
UCF STUDENTS ~ampus Director
Needed. Looking tor one UCF student
to manage our campus operations tor
the 2007-2008 school year. Pay is
salary based with performance
incentives. Must be enrolled at UCF for
'07-'08 school year. Send resumes to
youngbrianj@gmail.com ,

VETERINARY STAFF NEEDED
Technician & Receptionist positions
available.,Exp, Required. Chuluota
407-366-3233

NOW HIRING!

Restaurant Associates & D elivery Drivers

PEPPINO'S NOW HIRING
Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Make great money! Must have
experience, good people skills. FT/PT
pos. avail. 1 mile north of UCF.
Call Susan (407) 365-4774

Valet Parking Attendants

Artist - Unique Opportunity!
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-6380,

FT Admin. Assistant Needed
Detail/Customer Service Oriented
$8-9/hr+Benefits, M-F, Alt. Springs
Arctic Cool, Inc - A/C Company
407-831-9985

B

700 Worship

Exe. cust service skills/clean driving 1
record req. M-F days, exc. pay. Call
407-303-8025 Iv message. EOE-DFWP
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
10501 J, Blanchard Trail, Orlando 32817
Inside the YMCA (407)-658-1610

RATES

Ocoee

Winter Springs

175 Cla rk Rd.
Ocoee

5355 Red Bug Lake Rd
Winter Springs

' 321-281-1141

407-695-5303

Orange & Michigan

Oviedo

2520 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando

1020 Lockwood Rd.
Oviedo

407-841-9998

407-365-1999

Wekiva/ Apopka
464 S. Hunt Club Blvd.
Orlando

407-681-2500

We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

Household cleaning help needed. 10
hrs/wk Flexible hours $1 O/hr
407-739-5538

The Following Positions:
Lifeguard· Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop ASsistance and m.ore!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission· Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!
fill out an applic.atiol\
oN\.\NEl \/isit
wetowildorlando.c.orn

•

Call:Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

.

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 •FAX (407) 345-1005

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
$5,000. PAID EGq DONORS. +
expenses. Non smoke_rs, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800-722-4791
Swim Instructors: If you're good
come work with the BEST Sharks &
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Wiii Train. (407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com
Office Assistant: $8-$1 O/hr FT/PT
ACTIVITIES/RETAIL SALES - Need
energetic, upbeat people. Commission
driven, must enjoy working poolside.
407-256-5853
Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring servers,' prep cooks, dishwashers .
Call Alex at 407-733-8294 or visit

'>

OPENING SOON • OVIEDO

•

The Auss•e Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People will be opening soon.

•

With our thrilling rides and unforgettable animal encounters, there's just no job more exciting than at
· SeaWorld! Why not join the fun? You'll work with great people, and enjoy HUGE benefits, including
free tickets to SeaWorld and Busch Gardens for your friends and family. Get on board now for our
exciting new season! Opportunities are available in Culinary, Merchandise/Games and Operations.

New Seasonal Starting Rate of $7.35
for Spring Break Employment
Apply in person at the SeaWorld Staffing Center
·Monday-Friday; 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. or Saturday 9 a.m. to I p.m.
7007 Sea Harbor Drive

Now Hiring Experienced Cooks &Motivated Kitchen Help
Apply in Person
Hiring Hours Monday - Friday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
Satua:day 10:00 - 3:00 pm
At Our Hiring Trailer in front of our building
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO
INTERSECTION OF ALAFAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer

www.becjobs.com
An equal opportunity employer M/Fjp/V.
/
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HUGE private bedrooms &
pri,v ate bathro~ms

Fully furnished units

·LARGE walk-in .close.ts

full-size washer & drye·r
in each unit

Individual leases

Tanning bed

High-- speed internet &
cable television included ·

Fitness center·.

t:'

.

(

· Less than one mile to UCF
(

'

.-Tl'I'
- - - - SCIENCE DRIVE
TH E

v

I L.l AGE

AT

407 .384.7080"
2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatscience.d rive.cqni

•
THE

VILLAGE

AT

ALAFAYA· CLUB

407 .482.9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
'
thevillageatalafayaclub.com

oum ;ttonoa :tutun · March s, 2001
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

•
.

•
•
•

•

.

A~ ~~llUJ4iU~f 1
Our Employees Enjoy Full Time Pay, 11
. Working Part-Time Hours:
Flexible AM & PM Schedules
Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonus Incentives
Paid Training

2 rooms av.ail. in Avalon Park

Communication Skills
Leadership
Organization
Problem Solving
Decision Making

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.coni to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located on canal. New carpet,
all appl, 3 TVs, available immediately.
Includes lawn care, community pool. ·
'
$1595/mo 407-230-9066

(al/ for on inte~ew~at one ofour l convenlent /orations:

•

i'h.lt!h1Jrfu1d!!}ll!.F: f'l!ll) !ll":;-!l/WJ
, ~!i!l!il !itl!lmb: !4!1/J 1,1:;.;j.,~!.i!)

4/2 with 2 car garage available now.
1600 sq. ft. Fenced in, front and back
· screened-in porch. All appliances and
lawn care incl. $1800/mo 407-970-3329·

Full-Time Management OP,portunities also Available!

E-mail your resumes to cotoya@dialamerica.com

•

· Room for Rent-4 bedroom house 1 mi
from campus. $525/mo, inc. all util.,
Internet, big screen TV
407-718-1273

•

•

•

Huge 5/5 available in April ·

in a large 5/3 . All appliances, community
pool,gym, and tennis. $500/mo incl. util.
407-968-3931 or 407-737-0923

Develop and Enhance your:
•
•
•
•
•

East Orlando - 4/2 with 2-car garage,
Brand New and Almost new homes with
all appl including W&D. $1,490 per
month. 407-833-0063 Very Nice Homes!
Private residence, covered car port, 7
mins to UCF. Larg~ bedrooms with walk
in closets and private bathrooms.
$900/room/mo all util incl. Furnished
optional. Call 407-491-2176

$350. - $450/Wk 'Avg:
•
•
•
•

4BR 3BA House w/pool in Waterford
Lakes area for rent. For more details call
Ramon 407-758-9052:

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience neccessary.$10-19/hr . Peteet for high school and
c.ollege students. No selling involved. Full
medical and dental. Call Michael at
407-830-010lx258 or email
gswthr@earthlink.net

Rachel's Casselberry
Hiring .all positions.
Apply in person, 7pm-9pm
401 E. SR 436 Casselberry, 32707

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In ·
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.
NO TIME FOR A SECOND JOB?
EARN $200-$500 weekly PfT!
No experience needed!
407-283-5483

2 bedrooms for rent in a quiet 4/2 home,
15.Min. to UCF. $380.00/month (one
room). Everything included. $100 dep.
407 758-0097 or 407 275-2282.
3bd/2ba, 2 car garage, huge yard! Clean
and responsible tenants only!
1 mile from UCF.
Available today!
Call Susan (407) 365-4774

Need a place for the Summer?
You can MOVE IN NOW! On McCulloch
5 mins from UCF. 4/2.5 Nice furnished
room w/ TV and queen size bed. Only
$400/mo. Fun, nice and clean
roommates! Call Victoria 786-797-6475
N/S Roommate wanted to share
spacious 3/3 Apt. Avail August. 5 mins
from UCF. Must be clean and ,quiet!
$445 + 1/3 utils.
Contact Athena at 561-312-3916
Looking for clean, nonsmoking students
to rent rooms in 4/2 house near
Dean'lUniversity. $400/ $325/month
+utils (2 rooms avail). 305 304 8155
F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other UCF
students. 5 min to UCF. $550/mo most
utilities and internet included.
954-436-8924
Fully furnished room w/ economic
efficiency in Waterford Lakes. 4 min from •
UCF w/ private entrance. Comm. pool,
etc. $550/mo. 1st a~d last. $100 dep.
All util incl. Call 407-758-3939.
Tired of student housing? Avalon room
for rent! 3/2.5 Townhouse in Avalon
Lakes/Avalon Park. $600/mo incl. all
utilities & maid service. For more info call
954-701-4603, lgomez-07@hotmail.com
· www.myspace.com/avalonroom4rent

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent in 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
animals. Fenced Yard. · $450/ mo.
incl. utll. Call Anna 407-365-2382

ROOMMATE FINDERS
Safe, fast, efficient. "Let us find your
ideal roommate!" Discount program
available. 407-581-2267 or 877-776-5456

6 2 8

5 4 7
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•1 Room for rent in UCF area
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Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs·male and female Summer camp
._, Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an
overnight camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp runs June
4th-July 21st. Please contact Krys
Ragland at 800-523-1673 ext 251 or
352-669-9443 ext '251

•
•
•

Accounting Clerk needed. Exp. preferred.
Customer service and general office
duties. Must be detail oriented, good '
communication and computer skills.
$9-$10.50/hr Fax resume 407-736-8397

2 Rooms avail immediately. Ashlngton
Park Home. 2 min away. Big Screen
TV, Big Backyard, Spacious, High Spd
Internet, Fully furnished. $450/mo utll.
Incl. Great place! Great Deal! Cool
Roommates. (Guys Only) 954-249-0908
1 F needed for a 3/2 home. Walk to
UCF campus - near Tivoli I Publix
$350/mo incl. utils. Wireless DSL.
Share with 2 M/F UCF students.
407-971-6748 Please leave msg if n/a.
Room fer Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
. 10X8 $350, 11x11 $400. $200 sec.dep.
All utilities included + cable and high
speed internet. Call Steve 407-267-4982
Roommate to share 3/2 house, 2 mi.
from UCF, furnished. Incl. full kitchen,
Internet/cable. No pets. $550/mo.
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com
F roommate needed for 212 Apt. close to
UCF. $483/mo. + 1/2 utilities.
Call (561) 351-1701

Earn up to $100 per sale! No experience
necessary, will-train. Full I part time.
Email teamtandj@yahoo.com or go•to
www.team-tj.com ·or call (864)752-1635

I
1

2

l

1

1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S Available
end of ·May. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

1 Bedroom In a 414 at Pegasus
Connection. All utilities. Included:
.Pool, Internet, Cable, etc. Fully
furnished. Nice roommates. March
already paid for. 515 a month. Option
to resign for 12 more months.
Current lease till August.
Call (386)793-0245 Male or Female•

8 6

2 roommates needed for a 3/2 house
near Valencia College Lane. W/D and
security aiarm. $375-400 a month plus
1/4 utilities.
Call Crystal @ 386-931-3786

MARCH RENT 1/2 OFF
Pegasus Connection M 1/1 in a 212.
Immediate avail. $620/mo all util, W/D,
internet, cable and parking pass.
~arch-July17th. 727-596-2563
Bedroom for rent in Collegiate Village Inn
across from UCF. The rent is 600.00 per
month an includes all utilities and
unlimited meals. Furnished large pool,weight room , volley ball court, etc.
Please call 270-977-3739
Bedroom for rent in University House, off
of Alafaya and Science Drive. The rent is
$425/month and utilities are covered.
The room is available from
March 1, 2007, to August 8,2007.
Please contact me at (352)266-2643
if you have any questions.
Female needed for 111 In 414
apartment for May-July. Pvt. bath,
ful'f furnished, 2 miles from UCF! Wiii
pay move-In fee and split first month's
rent! Call (904) 716-4023
MOVE IN NOW! M needed for 414 In
Pegasus Connection.
$520/mo all utilities included.
Contact Justin 352-220-1352
Need a place for the Summer?
You can MOVE IN NOW! Room avail.
in Pegasus Landing only $515/mo all
u'til incl. 4/4 Nicely furnished and clean
roommates Call Victoria 786-797-6475
Room for rent 1n University House Apts.
The rent is $425/month and the utilities
are covered. Please contact Bobby ,
Villella, the number is (352)266-2643.
Sublease is available as of March 1,
20,07 and goes through August 10, 2007.
SUBLEASE FOR THE SUMMER!PEGASUS LANDING $540/MO
WI UTIL. AND INT. FULLY FURN.
STARTING APR. 25TH 8707403456

!
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits' 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

i

8

Summer Jobs

•

sr

6 21

7 3
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included

1

5

1 5

••

1

i·

1

ASAP. Looking for. mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
Call 407-970-6109.
2 roommates needed in new furnished
4bd/2.5ba house. Granite counters,
stainless appl, gameroom, jacuzzi, huge
patio on lake. 2 miles from UCF.
Bedrooms not furnished/new carpet.
$625/mo + 113 util. (each person).
Call 407-489-3075

MAKE $7Q-$150 IN ONE DAY
Putting up road signs.
Reliable transportation required .
407-699-1992

SUDO KU

9 1 4

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 TakEl down a peg
6 Piercing tools
10 Qualified
14 Actor Savalas
15 Bridle strap
16 Hard landing
17 Actor Davis
18 Chutzpah
19 Walk to and fro
20 Mockery for law
students
22 Hiding place
23 The; Racer's
Edge
24 Colorado tribe
25 Visible
impression
26 Makes up one's
mind
27 Ms. Parker
Bowles
30 Nevertheless
33 Ratification ·
34 Hamlet. e.g.
35 Shack
36 Well, ..._that
special
37 Beings
40 $100 bills
42 Those in want
43 "Fargo" director
44 Uncommon
45 Makes a wager
46 Crone
49 Holy hymn
51 Water border
53 Island near
Corsica
54 Young men
55 British peers
56 Act peeved
57 Macpherson of
"Sirens"
58 TV movie critic
59 Shade source
60 Sandra <lnd Ruby
61 Tender places
DOWN
1.Tiny particles
2 Stupefy with
drink
3 FDR 's
biographer
4 Narrow cut
s Optic-wash
applicators
6 Debates

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

3/5/07

Alt rights reserved.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
40
41
43
45

Has on
Lighttune
NBC classic
Specter
Exclude
Scottish lake
Fencing sword
Italian eight
Sleep outdoors
Chinese
chairman
Body of water
near Syracuse
Summer hrs. in
Chicago
Solitary
Aardvark snack
Biblical garden
Wind indicator
Having a door?
Eur. nation
All of the guys
School period
Dander
Bivouac beds
Settles snugly
Discontinues
Founder

P R 0 U S

EAANE
A Z A L

L A T

-··-··-·-

Last issue solved
46
47
48
49

of modem
chemistry
Employer.
initially
Writer Gide
Prose romances
Pain in the neck

......

50 Disparaging
remark
51 "Mona Lisa"
singer
52 Gray wolf
54 Place for the
night

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1·888-345-8295

For Sale: 6/3 furnished house

12 Miles From UCF - Lee Vista and
rEcon. 5Bed/2.5Bath, 2890/Sq.Ft
Bonus Room, Den Or Library, Formal
Dining, Living and Family Room, 5th
Bedroom Outside of Main House.
. Excellent Location, Close to UCF, Hwy
417, Hwy 408, and 528. Sales Price
$385,000 or Rents for $2,300/Month.
1st and last month required + $800
security Deposit. Rental Includes lawn
maintenance and pest control. Call
Javier Pagan, Owner Realtor
407-948-3884

4/2 WALK TO UCF! Great for
ROOMMATES! Let them pay the
mortgage! Clean, ready now. Single
Family Home, 1,944 s.f., built '97.
$274,900 Call Jennifer 407-718-9603.
Exit Real Estate Results or
www.jenkellerhouse.com for pies· and
more info!

$379,000. Single Family 6/3 furnished
home located 1 mi. from UCF. Now used
for student housing, prqfitable cash flow.
, Change of ownership/timing flexible. All
appliances and furniture included.
·
Call 407-362-7656

Free backrubs! Your choice of.lotion.
Only want candy in return,
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433

Like New Hawthorne Glen
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built in
2006.1915 hid sq ft. sec system, comm .
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

n:fi1 FOR SALE:
~General

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
·Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

8' Pool Table w/ cues, cue rack and 2
sets of balls - $500. Call 321-784-4557
Pool Table : 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831 -1322
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins; $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King; $230, delivery
available. 407=331-1941

4br/2ba/vaulted screened in porch
w/fans. Move-In ready! Blocks from
UCF-Great condition-all upgrades.
Call Marla-954-658-1747 today!
Condominium for rent OR sale! 2bd/2ba,
1 mile from UCF in Hunter's Reserve.
Available today!
Call Susan (407) 365-4774
CONDO FOR SALE BY OWNER; 2/2;
WID, SCREEN PORCH, UPDATED
BATHROOMS, WALK TO UCF.
UNDER $200K 407-234-651 1
Oviedo Stillwater Pool/Spa Home
4/3 2300+sq ft, fireplace, split
bedrooms, separate breakfast nook.
$388,500 Call Joyce at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-583

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Place Classifieds

ONLINE

in the
(euttal '1odba 1utufe

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNew~papers.com/<.:~assifieds

.1
)

407-384-8626·

)

Less than 1 mile from UCF! • Friendly Staff!• Great Neighbors!
.

)

www.boardwa/kapts.net • info@boardwalkapts.net
.fax: 407-384-8094
Located 8/10 of amile from UCF!

)

I DARBil\.\

AT

ALAFAYA TRAIL

)

)

)

The /ifesty/e and.amenities that

Pool Basketball

·Make college life

abfeeze..,
-

24'."hour high-speed Internet
service in all four bedrooms

Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities included!

CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

v--.-...--

Furniture and. Appliances
inc/ucfed in every apartment.

,)

Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE!

,.

100 Riverwind Way· Oviedo, FL 32765

f.ully Furnished
Luxury!

RIVE~r~ ..

· . Y:J//ND

)

at 1·_

Ge --ac'IIt·10

'
. I

•

24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all iour bedrooms ·
i. .._\-.

CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.
Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities Included!
FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

Movie Theater with
stadium seatrng
Wi-Fi

Ho~spots

FREE!

)

